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PREFACE
The seismic testing for qualification of one sample of the NPP Kozloduy Control Panel type
YKTC was carried out under Research Contract no: 8008/R1, entitled: "Seismic Functional
Qualification of Active Mechanical and Electrical Components Based on Shaking Table
Testing".
The tested specimen was selected by the NPP "Kozloduy" staff, Section "TIA-2" (Technical
Instrumentation and Automatics), however the seismic input parameters were selected by the
NPP "Kozloduy" staff, Section HTS and SC (Hydro-Technical Systems and Engineering
Structures)
The applied methodology was developed by the Institute of Earthquake Engineering and
Engineering Seismology staff under Research Contract 8008/RO/EN.
This report presents all relevant items related to the selected specimen seismic testing for
seismic qualification such as: description of the tested specimen, mounting conditions on the
shaking table, selection of seismic input parameters and creation of seismic excitations,
description of the testing equipment, explanation of the applied methodology, "on line" and
"offline" monitoring of the tested specimen, functioning capabilities, discussion of the results
and their presentation and finally conclusions and recommendations.

1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of seismic functional qualification of active mechanical and electrical
components is a subject of different regulations. These regulations are not fully compatible
and the problem of acceptance and comparisons arises in such a case. The objective of the
project 8008/EN within the frame of the Coordinated Research Programme on Benchmark
Study for the Seismic Analysis and Testing of WWER-Type NPP's, is to develop an
improved synthesized methodology for seismic functional qualification of the highest
category equipment used in NPP's in respect to experimental testing of the above mentioned
equipment. Several aspects are most important to be incorporated in this respect, such as:
•
•
•
•

Defining of competent and more realistic seismic input for testing and analysis;
Testing and on-line monitoring of the functioning capabilities;
Data analysis of structural seismic withstanding and functional performances stability;
Acceptance criteria.

Based on the main aspects mentioned above, the following research program was realized:
•
•
•
•
•

Review of the existing regulations;
Synthesis of IZIIS experience in seismic testing and qualification of different types of
equipment;
Development of a methodology for definition of more realistic seismic input for shaking
table testing and comparative dynamic analysis;
Improvement of the procedure and the methodology for seismic qualification tests;
Application of proposed methodology by testing of one selected specimen on the IZIIS
seismic shaking table.

The presented paper is related to the last mentioned topic. The control panel taken from NPP
Kozloduy was used as a selected specimen on which the proposed methodology will be
applied.

2. OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the testing were to check the functioning capabilities and seismic
withstanding of the control panel under prescribed seismic input. The influence of the
amplitude and frequency content of the seismic input motion upon the panel response was
also an important objective. For this reason, the definition of the dynamic properties
(resonant frequencies, mode shapes and damping capacity) was performed before the seismic
test execution. The influence of the fixing conditions on the panel response is one of the
important aspects which should be investigated through this kind of tests. Finally, based on
the test results, the functional reliability of the tested panel should be predicted.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE TESTED SPECIMEN
The tested specimen represented a panel model "YKTC" selected by NPP "Kozloduy" staff.
The external dimensions of the panel are: 572 x 650 x 2000 mm. The drawings of the panel
are presented in Fig. 1. The panel was mounted on the shaking table using accessories to
provide simulation of the real conditions. Stiff connection between the floor and the panel
base realized by welded and bolted joints.
Two types of electro-equipment were built in the tested specimen: DC power supply modules
and relays were installed in the tested version.
The power supply modules provide stabilized voltage sources for: +24 VDC, + 15 VDC and
-15 VDC voltages.
Two types of relays were installed:
• relays powered by + 24 VDC and
• relays powered by + 48 VDC.
In the tested configuration, an internal source was used for the +24 VDC powered relays.
However, an external source (out of the tested configuration) was used for the + 48 VDC
powered relays.
Up to 25 data acquisition channels were used during the testing:
• Shaking table acceleration;
• Shaking table displacement;
• Panel response acceleration at 3 different levels;
• Displacement at the top of the panel;
• Up to 19 channels for functioning monitoring:
4 power supply devices for + 15 VDC;
1 power supply device for -15 VDC
5 power supply devices for + 24 VDC;
6 signalization devices (alarm, announcement, devices for detection of malfunctioning
or activation of the protection modulus);
2 relays powered by + 24 VDC;
1 relay powered by + 48 VDC.

All the information related to the function monitoring are recorded as voltage signals. For the
power supply devices, a resistor based voltage divider was used for each channel to adapt the
voltage level to the data acquisition system input. All the voltage signals were divided
approximately by factor 3. External voltage sources were used for monitoring the relay
contacts position. At open relay contacts, non-zero voltage should be recorded, whereas at
closed contacts, zero voltage should be recorded.
The tested version of the panel was not additionally equipped for simulation of signals
generated by the external sensor devices.

4. METHODOLOGY FOR SEISMIC TESTING OF THE "YKTC" PANEL

Based on the investigations realized in the frames of the Project IAEA 80008/EN, entitled
"Seismic Functional Testing of Active Mechanical and Electrical Components Based on
Shaking Table Testing", a methodology for experimental investigations is developed and
proposed.
Several important items are considered and should be respected in the process of
experimental investigations.
4.1. Mounting Conditions
The mounting conditions of the panel on the shaking table should be similar to the real
operating conditions.
Welded and bolted joints are made to simulate the real connections between the panel base
and the floor.
In real conditions, several panels are inter-connected in longitudinal direction. The influence
of this connection on the dynamic properties of the panel structure is not simulated since
measurement data or analytical data were not available.
4.2. Selection of Seismic Input Parameters
Based on the considerations made by the research team, available floor response spectra were
selected as a seismic input.
Similar or identical versions of panels were mounted at several locations of NPP Kozloduy.
Three floor response spectra were selected by the NPP Kozloduy staff.
The summarized three envelope spectra (SSE-Safe Shutdown Earthquake) calculated from
the corresponding floor response spectra (L - longitudinal, T - transversal and V - vertical)
were selected as a seismic input. Based on the envelope spectra, three different synthetic time
histories were generated for each direction (L, T, V), respectively.

4.3. Instrumentation "Set-up"
The seismic withstand capabilities of the tested specimen were recorded and monitored by
two types of instruments:
•

•

Seismic input measurement and recording instruments and instruments for measurement
and recording of the dynamic behaviour of the control panel (acceleration and
displacement);
Set for functioning capabilities monitoring.

The seismic input was recorded by the shaking table acceleration and displacement.
The dynamic behaviour of the control panel was recorded with three accelerometers and one
displacement transducer.
The functioning capabilities were monitored "on line" by acquisition of voltage signals.
All the DC power supply voltages (divided by 3) were recorded as "voltage time histories".
The relay contacts positions were recorded as non-zero voltage signal (for open contacts) and
zero voltage signal (for closed contacts).
4.4. Experimental Determination of the Mechanical Dynamic Characteristics of the
Control Panel
The control panel is considered as a dynamic system with natural frequencies, damping
capacity and vibration mode shape.
Four methods for experimental determination of the dynamic characteristics were applied:
•

"Steady-State" or forced vibration method. A programmable small size shaker was
mounted on the top of the structure. Sinusoidal vibrations with programmed amplitudes
and frequencies were applied as dynamic excitation. The amplitude-frequency
characteristics were obtained. The natural frequencies and damping ratio were defined
based on the form of these curves.

•

"Transfer Function" method. A biaxial shaking table was used to generate random noise
type of vibrations. Signals with Gaussian distribution, with a selectable amplitude range
and frequency band were used. Fast Fourier Transformation was used for calculation of
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the natural frequencies of the control panel. This method is used for verification of the
natural frequency values for each direction L, T. V and after each test series.
•

"Free Damped Oscillations Analysis" method (known as hammer test or impulse
excitation method). The method is based on Fast Fourier Transformation of free damped
oscillations of the control panel. A spectrum analyzer was used for signal recording and
analysis. High sensitivity sensors (velocity transducers and accelerometers) were used for
measurement of free damped oscillations.

•

The "Ambient Vibration Method" is similar to "Transfer Function" method, and is based
o recording of small amplitude ambient vibrations. For this method, the "excitation" is
considered as "white noise". The recorded ambient vibrations were analyzed using the
Fast Fourier Transformation. The high sensitivity sensors (velocity transducers) were
used for measurement and recording of the ambient vibrations.

All the applied methods provide very accurate determination of the natural frequencies but
the calculation of the damping ratio is performed by usage of two methods: the "half power"
method based on amplitude/frequency curves defined by the "steady state" vibrations and
transfer function method based on ambient vibration records.
4.5. Data Acquisition Concept
The data acquisition concept should provide an accurate information for:
- Seismic withstanding, i.e., resistance and dynamic stability of the control panel, and,
- "On Line" monitoring of functioning performances.
4.6. Seismic Testing
The seismic tests were performed by applying three synthetic time histories referred to as L,
T and V components. The corresponding zero-period spectral acceleration values were
considered as nominal peak accelerations for the simulated processes.
Each time history was applied with three different intensity levels: 50%, 100% and 150% of
the nominal values.
Since all the panel directions had different structural characteristics, several groups of
experiments were realized:
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•

Excitation component:

L;

tested panel direction: L;

•
•
•
•

Excitation
Excitation
Excitation
Excitation

L;
T;
T;
V;

tested panel direction: T;
tested panel direction: L;
tested panel direction: T;
tested panel direction: V;

•

Excitation component:

L and V;

tested panel direction: L;

•

Excitation component:

T and V;

tested panel direction: L;

component:
component:
component:
component:

4.7. Data Interpretation
The data interpretation, recommendations and conclusions are based on:
•

Experimental data analysis;

•

Acceptance criteria.

The experimental data analysis should provide evaluation of:
•

Dynamic behaviour, withstanding and stability of the control panel and the mechanical
parts of the assembled tested specimen, and,

•

Ability for permanent maintenance of the functioning performances.

The first evaluation will be based on information obtained from accelerometers and
displacement transducers.
The second evaluation will be based on information obtained from "on line" functioning
monitoring equipment. It is recommended to have the possibility for simulation of external
sensor signals, which generate the conditions for "on-line", "switch-on" and "switch-off
functions, for some relays and executive devices (alarm, command, stop of processes). The
tested panel was prepared without these options and the electronic equipment and the relays
built-in the panel were tested in electrically static conditions and states, i.e, the conditions
were not varied during seismic excitations.
Acceptance criteria should be defined before the test performance. On the basis of regulatory
guides and other requirements based on the real processes, the type of the tested equipment
and the special design requirements and conditions.
During the testing, the official acceptance criteria were not available.
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5. TESTING EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION
The seismic testing of the "YKTC" panel was performed on the biaxial shaking table installed
in the Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Engineering Seismology in Skopje.
The biaxial shaking table is an integral electrohydraulic system.
The mechanical power is supplied by the Hydraulic Power Supply system formed from three
hydraulic pumps. The working pressure is 3000 psi, whereas the flow rate is 330
gallons/minute.
The system of actuators is formed from two horizontal and four vertical actuators. The
movement of the actuators is driven by multi-degree servo valves.
The analog control system provides full integration of the system functions: control and
safety functions of the hydraulic power supply system, oil distribution and, of course, the
main function: control of the programmed movement of the shaking table.
The control is based on three-variable controllers related to the actuator acceleration and
displacement feedback signals and calculated velocity signal. The control system provides
control of the five degrees of freedom of the shaking table: horizontal and vertical translation,
and yaw, pitch and roll rotations.
Special electronic circuits provide programme conditioning and
protection.

over-programming

The mass of the shaking table is 35.000 kg and the maximum specimen mass is 40.000 kg.
The horizontal stroke is ± 125 mm, while the vertical stroke is ± 60 mm.
The horizontal maximal acceleration is ±
acceleration is + 10 m/s 2 (lg).

20 m/s2 (2g), while the vertical maximal

The electrohydraulic equipment is produced by MTS, Minneapolis, USA.
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The process control system is based on Digital VAX-Lab 4000 model 200 system, under
VMS operating system. Special peripheral subsystems provide control (by 8 channels D/AC)
and data acquisition (by 64 channels A/DC).
The special software package is developed to perform several computer manifold services.
The computer system provides full integration of the synchronized process control and data
acquisition, specially for seismic simulation.
The computer system was used for:
•
•
•
•

Pre-processing of seismic input time histories;
Control and data acquisition;
Processing of the acquired data in time and frequency domain;
Graphical and tabular presentation of the processed data.

The functional block diagram of the integral system is presented in Fig. 2.
A small size, portable electronically controlled shaker was used for "steady-state" testing of
the panel. With this shaker, it is possible to generate programmed sinusoidal vibrations in the
frequency band from 0.5 to 30 Hz.
Accelerometers type "Kistler" and linear potentiometer type "Houston Scientific" were used
for measurement and recording of the dynamic behaviour of the control panel.
Two channel digital spectrum analyzer type "Hewlett Packard HP 3 5 82A" were used for
preliminary signal processing, transfer function calculations and free damped oscillations
analysis.
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6. SEISMIC INPUT
For testing of the " YKTC" control panel synthetic time histories compatible with the floor
response spectrum have been applied.
The methodology applied for generating of synthetic acceleration time histories is based on
an iterative procedure, starting with a recorded accelerogram of an occurred earthquake.
Applying a number of iterations, a time history with a amplitude spectra compatible with the
given floor response spectrum is obtained.
Envelope spectra, determined from floor response spectra are used for generating of the
synthetic time histories. The envelope spectra are determined from the floor response spectra
at the levels of-4.20 (nodal point 11); 6.60 (nodal point 536); 13.20 (nodal point 596); 19.20
(nodal point 1069) and 24.60 (nodal point 1113), for longitudinal, transversal and vertical
direction, separately.
Three synthetic acceleration time histories have been generated, out of which two for
horizontal and one for vertical direction.
The procedure for generating of the synthetic time histories will be described for the
longitudinal direction. Time histories are generated according to the floor response spectrum
at the level of 24.60 (nodal point 1113) which is an envelope spectrum for longitudinal
direction. The accelerogram of the Vrancea, March 4, 1977 earthquake, recorded at
Bucharest, component NS, is applied as the initial time history. Applying an iterative
procedure the synthetic time history compatible to the envelope spectrum for longitudinal
direction has been obtained.
The synthetic acceleration time histories for transversal and vertical direction are obtained in
the same way. The initial accelerogram for transversal direction is EW component of the
same recorded accelerogram, applied for longitudinal direction. For vertical direction, the
vertical component of the recorded accelerogram, obtained at Carcaliu due to the Vrancea,
May 31,1990 earthquake is used.
Each of the generated synthetic acceleration time histories is band pass filtered using 0.6 Hz
and 25 Hz corner frequencies according to the dynamic characteristics of the accelerographs
where the accelerogrammes were obtained. By numerical integration of the discrete
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acceleration time history, given at an equal time interval, the velocity time history is
determined. In the same way, the displacement time history is obtained from the velocity time
history. The calculated velocity and displacement time histories are also band pass filtered as
the synthetic acceleration time history. Presented in Figs. 3, 4 and 5 are the synthetic time
histories of acceleration, velocity and displacement for longitudinal, transversal and vertical
direction, respectively. Presented in the same figures are also the envelope floor response
spectra, according to which the synthetic time histories are generated.
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7.

TABULAR AND GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL
DATA OBTAINED FROM SEISMIC TESTING

During the shaking table testing of the control panel type "YKTC", more then 20 tests were
performed. Several experiments were performed with intention:
•
•

to check the proper functioning of the measuring instruments and functioning monitoring
data acquisition channels, and
to check and adjust the seismic excitations parameters for L, T and V direction.

Up to 25 data acquisitin channels were used. The folowing instrumentation set-up for
dynamic response recording and functioning monitoring of the Control Panel type "YKTC"
were used:
Channel: 01; Shaking Table Displacement;
Channel: 02; Shaking Table Acceleration;

Record: Displacement Time History
Record: Acceleration Time History

Channel: 05;
Channel: 06;
Channel: 07;
Channel: 08;
Channel: 09;
Channel: 10;
Channel: 11;
Channel: 12;
Channel: 13;

DC Power Supply, +15VDC;
DC Power Supply, -15VDC;
DC Power Supply, +24 VDC;
DC Power Supply, +15VDC;
DC Power Supply, +24 VDC;
DC Power Supply, +24 VDC;
DC Power Supply, +15 VDC;
DC Power Supply, +24 VDC;
DC Power Supply, +15 VDC;

Record:
Record:
Record:
Record:
Record:
Record:
Record:
Record:
Record:

+5
-5
+8
+5
+8
+8
+5
+8
+5

VDC
VDC
VDC
VDC
VDC
VDC
VDC
VDC
VDC

Channel: 14;
Channel: 15;
Channel: 16;
Channel: 17;

Indicator:
Indicator:
Indicator:
Indicator:

Record:
Record:
Record:
Record:

0
0
0
0

VDC
VDC
VDC
VDC

"Channel Activated"
"Channel Activated"
"Channel Malfunctioning"
"Channel Malfunctioning"

Channel: 18; Indicator: "Protection Switched ON" Record:
Channel: 19; Indicator: "Protection Switched ON" Record:
Channel: 20; Closed Reley Contacts
Channel: 21; Opened Reley Contacts
Channel: 23;
Channel: 24;
Channel: 25;
Channel: 26;

Measurement
Measurement
Measurement
Measurement

(no
(no
(no
(no

activation)
activation)
activation)
activation)

0 VDC (no activation)
0 VDC (no activation)

Record: 0 VDC (zero voltage)
Record: +5 VDC (non-zero voltage)

Point "2" Acceleration; Record:
Point "3" Acceleration; Record:
Point "1" Acceleration; Record:
Point" 1" Displacement;Record:

Channel: 27; DC Power Supply, +24 VDC;
Channel: 28; Indicator: "Panel Malfunctioning"
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Acceleration
Acceleration
Acceleration
Displacement

Time History
Time History
Time History
Time History

Record: +8 VDC;
Record: +5 VDC (open)

On the channel number 26, for the horizontal directions, the total displacement were
recorded, however for the vertical direction the relative displacement were recorded.
For the horizontal directions, the relative displacement of the panel (point "1") is calculatted
as diference between the total displacement (channel 26) and the shaking table displacement
(channel 01). Some high fequency noises are presented in the acquired (total displacement)
and calculatted (realtive displacement). This noises are spuriouse efects of the mechanical
connections of the displacement transducer (linear potentiometer). For this kind of
experiments a low passe filtering of the dispalcement time histories is not considered, but the
software facilities provide application of diferent type of digital filters..
In this report, the tabular presentation of the peak values of the exciting and response signals
(displacements and accelerations) is presented in the appended Lists 1...5. The folowing tests
are processed::

•

Excitation component direction L;

Panel testing direction: L:

EPKELL165
EPKELL330
EPKELL500

Excitation component direction L;

Panel testing direction: T:

EPKELT165
EPKELT330
EPKELT500

Excitation component direction T;

Panel testing direction: T:

EPKETT165
EPKETT400
EPKETT600

Excitation component direction T;

Panel testing direction: L:

EPKETL165
EPKETL400
EPKETL600

Excitation component direction V;

Panel testing direction: V:

EPKEVV350
EPKEVV700
EPKEVV800
EPKEVV900

The graphical presentation of the acquired signals is presented only for the experiments
performed with the maximal intensity, defined abaut 150% of the considered SEE levels.
The presented drawings are obtained from the folowing test:
Excitation
Excitation
Excitation
Excitation
Excitation

component direction L;
component direction L;
component direction T;
component direction T;
component direction V;

Panel testing direction: L:
Panel testing direction: T:
Panel testing direction: T:
Panel testing direction: L:
Panel testing direction: V:
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EPKELL500
EPKELT500
EPKETT600
EPKETL600
EPKEVV900

The acquired displacemet and acceleration time histories of the excitation (shaking table) and
response (points " 1 " ,"2", "3") are presented on the appended sheets 1..5, however the
calculatted FFT (Fast Fourier Amplitude Spectra) for the same time histories are presented
on the appended shEets 6... 10.
On the appended sheets 11... 15, the signals obtained from the functioning monitoring
of the built-in panel equipment are presented.
•
•
•

The recorded signals from the power supply devices are previously divided by factor 3 to
adjust the signal levels with the data acquisitin system input range.
The non-zero voltage is recorded for the releys with open contacts.
The zero voltage is recorded for the releys with closed contacts.

The discusion of the results (item 8) is done only for the experiments with the
considered SSE levels. The expirements with intensity more then SSE level are not discused.
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7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
7.1. Dynamic Characteristics of the Tested Panel
In accordance with the previously described methodology of testing, the dynamic
characteristics of the tested panel were first defined.
Applying the ambient vibration, impulse excitation and force vibration methods, defined
were the natural frequencies in both orthogonal directions and in the vertical direction,
within a frequency range of 0.5 Hz to 35.0 Hz.
Table 1. Dominant frequencies of the panel
Resonance

Damping

frequencies

coefficients

(Hz)
6.8

(%)
-

1-1

9.6

-

Transversal

12.8

8.9

Ambient vibration

2-2

6.8

tests

Longitudinal

19.6

10.8
-

6.8

-

14.0
19.2

6.8
-

9.2

-

11.8

-

14.2

-

Direction

Vertical

Impulse tests

1-1
Transversal

21.2
2-2 (Long.)

Force vibration

6.6

3.5

8.0

5.4

1-1

9.0

5.0

Transversal

10.4
20.8

7.0
6.2

2-2

4.4

-

Longitudinal

11.8

8.4

tests
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Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 present the Fourier amplitude spectra of the vibrations of the panel subjected
to ambient vibration and impulse excitation tests, respectively.
Shown in Fig. 8 are the acceleration response curves of the panel under force vibration test in
both orthogonal directions. Table 1 presents the dominating frequencies in the dynamic
response of the panel.
The presented results show that, in transverse direction ( 1-1), defined are frequencies in the
frequency range of 8.0 Hz to 14.0 Hz. In longitudinal direction (direction 2-2), the
dominating frequency is f = 6.6 Hz (6.8 Hz). As to the frequency response curve (Fig. 8),
apart from the frequency of f = 4.4 Hz, there occurs a dominant frequency of f = 11.8 Hz. In
vertical direction, recorded are somewhat higher frequencies with the dominating frequency
off =14.0 Hz.
The viscous damping coefficients were defined using the half power method based on
resonant curves and Fourier spectra as well as the method of free vibrations. These are
presented in Table 1 and range within 3.5 to 10.8% of the critical damping.
8.2. Tests Performed Under Earthquake Excitation
These tests were performed under earthquake excitation generated by a seismic shaking table.
The tests were carried out under excitations of synthetic time histories of accelerations
obtained on the basis of envelope floor response spectrum in longitudinal, transverse and
vertical direction. The tests were performed under excitation level that amounted to 0.25 g for
the transverse and the longitudinal component and 0.23 g for the vertical component.
The panel was excited in each of the three orthogonal direction. Its response was followed on
25 channels, each of which recorded a single physical quantity. The dynamic acceleration
response of the panel at points 1, 2 and 3 was recorded on three channels. The displacement
at point 1 was recorded by one channel, while the remaining channels were used for recording
the functioning of the individual panel devices (power supply units and relays).
Fig. 9, Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the time histories of acceleration and the corresponding
Fourier amplitude spectra of both the input excitation and the panel response at point 1 under
excitation with all three components taken separately. The measured maximum amplitudes of
acceleration, i.e., displacement at point 1 under the generated earthquake excitations are
shown in Table 2.
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From the above presented results, it may be observed that the dynamic response of the panel
under the generated seismic effects is practically at the level of the input accelerations which
means that the panel is far off from the resonant state under these vibration conditions.
During the research, the test and after the test, visual control of the state of the whole panel,
its individual components and the functioning of its contacts were made.
It is a general conclusion that the panel did not suffer any damage under any excitation and in
any direction. Analyzing the frequency content of the seismic excitation in which the
dominating frequencies range between 0.5 Hz to 3.0 Hz as well as the frequency content of
the natural frequencies of the panel in individual direction, it is clear that the panel has not
been excited in resonance therefore its seismic response is low.
Table 2. Tabular presentation of maximum response amplitudes of the panel during
earthquake excitation.
Excitation level: Peak Acceleratrion = Zero Period Acceleartion of SSE spectra
Direction
of the

Component

excitation

Peak input

Peak input

acceleration

displacement

(m/s2)

(mm)

Peak response amplitude
Acceleration (m/s2)

Displ. (mm)

Point 1

Point 2

Point 3

Point 1

1-1

Transversal

2.50

49.40

2.18

2.16

2.06

49.23

Transversal

Longitudinal

2.40

40.60

2.29

2.23

2.15

42.00

2-2

Transversal

2.50

49.40

3.20

2.94

2.73

52.60

Longitudinal

Longitudinal

2.40

40.60

2.58

2.57

2.37

44.67

Vertical

Vertical

2.30

33.28

2.21

2.74

2.87

-
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9. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The research carried out for seismic testing of one sample of NPP Kozloduy Control Panel
type YKTC was performed under Research Contract 8008/RI, with the intention to performe
an experimental seismic qualification by utilization of the methodology developed and
proposed by the Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Engineering Seismology, Skopje.
The methodology was applied as an integral procedure involving several relevant items for
final seismic qualification such as: creation of seismic excitation based on previously selected
seismic parameters, mounting conditions, accurate simulation of seismic inputs, on-line
monitoring and functional capabilities check and objective processing and presentation of
experimental results in a way compatible with the testing requirements and final
qualification decision.
The control panel was tested under simulated earthquake conditions. For simulation of the
earthquake, synthetic time histories have been developed based on the floor response spectra
of the prescribed seismic input. Each direction of the panel was tested separately. The test
results lead to the following conclusions:
The resonant frequencies band (6.00 - 14.00 Hz) of the tested panel are far from the
predominant frequencies (0.5 - 3.0Hz) of the seismic input, so the panel was excited out of
the resonant conditions resulting in very small amplification of the input motion, which is
quite suitable for the panel safety.
The fixing conditions of the panel simulated by the test have been simplified, without
simulation of the influence of interconnections between the panels dispositioned in series.
This is on the safe side, otherwise the resonant frequencies of the panel will be higher than in
the previous case, which is more far away from the earthquake frequencies. If more precise
simulation of the fixing conditions is required, the experimental values obtained from in situ
dynamic properties test should be provided.
The functioning parameters have been monitored during each test run. The test results show
proper functioning of the panel during all the test phases.
The visual inspection of the panel shows that no damage occurred during the test.
The general conclusion is that the tested control panel and the built-in equipment
successfully resist the expected seismic excitations at the locations where they are.
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FIGURES
Fig.l Scheme of "YKTC" control panel
Fig.2 Functional block diagram of the integral system for generation and measurement
of vibrations, data acquisition, processing and presenation of the biaxial shaking table
Fig.3 Envelope floor response spectra and synthetic time histories in longitudinal
direction
Fig.4 Envelope floor response spectra and synthetic time histories in transversal
direction
Fig.5 Envelope floor response spectra and synthetic time histories in vertical direction
Fig.6 Fourier amplitude spectra obtained by ambient vibration test
Fig.7 Fourier amplitude spectra obtained by impulse excitation test
Fig.8 Fourier amplitude spectra obtained by force vibration test
Fig.9 Seismic time history response for transversal component excitation
Fig.10 Seismic time history response for longitudinal component excitation
Fig.l 1 Seismic time history response for vertical component excitation
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Fig.5 Envelope floor response spectra and synthetic time histories in vertical direction
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1. List of peak values of seismic excitations and response signals
List 1. Peak Values of component "L" seismic excitations and Panel direction "L"
List 2. Peak Values of component "L" seismic excitations and Panel direction "T"
List 3. Peak Values of component "T" seismic excitations and Panel direction "T"
List 4. Peak Values of component "T" seismic excitations and Panel direction "L"
List 5. Peak Values of component "V" seismic excitations and Panel direction "V"
2. Displacement and acceleration time histories
Sheet 1: Time Histories of component "L" seismic excitation and Panel direction "L"
Sheet 2: Time Histories of component "L" seismic excitation and Panel direction "T"
Sheet 3: Time Histories of component "T" seismic excitation and Panel direction "T"
Sheet 4: Time Histories of component "T" seismic excitation and Panel direction "L"
Sheet 5: Time Histories of component "V" seismic excitation and Panel direction "V"
3. FFT Amplitude Spectra of displacement and accelerations
Sheet 6: FFT Amplitude Spectra of component "L" excitation and Panel direction "L"
Sheet 7: FFT Amplitude Spectra of component "L" excitation and Panel direction "L"
Sheet 8: FFT Amplitude Spectra of component "L" excitation and Panel direction "L"
Sheet 9: FFT Amplitude Spectra of component "L" excitation and Panel direction "L"
Sheet 10: FFT Amplitude Spectra of component "L" excitation and Panel direction "L"
4. Acquired signals for functioning monitoring of the equipment bult-in Panel
Sheet 11: Acquired signals; component "L" seismic excitation and Panel direction "L"
Sheet 12: Acquired signals; component "L" seismic excitation and Panel direction "T"
Sheet 13: Acquired signals; component "T" seismic excitation and Panel direction "T"
Sheet 14: Acquired signals; component "T" seismic excitation and Panel direction "L"
Sheet 15: Acquired signals; component "V" seismic excitation and Panel direction "V"
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- IZIIS - Skopje, VAXLAB 4000-200 Processing Control and Data Acquisition System
File

Channel

Description

EPKELL165
EPKELL165
EPKELL165
EPKELL165
EPKELL165
EPKELL165

1
2
23
24
25
26

Table
Table
Point
Point
Point
Point

Displacement
Acceleration
2 Acceleration
3 Acceleration
1 Acceleration
1 Displacement

EPKELL165

26

Relative Displacement

units

minimum

maximum peak to peak

mm

mm

-20. 54
-958. 44
-920. 29
-862. 16
-935. 73
-26. 33

20.00
1226.89
1164.40
1150.64
1268.76
25.12

40.55
2185.32
2084.69
2012.80
2204.49
51.45

mm

-12.16

7.62

19. 78

mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm/s**2

- IZIIS - Skopje, VAXLAB 4000-200 Processing Control and Data Acquisition System
File

Channel

Description

EPKELL330
EPKELL330
EPKELL330
EPKELL33O
EPKELL330
EPKELL330

1
2
23
24
25
26

Table
Table
Point
Point
Point
Point

Displacement
Acceleration
2 Acceleration
3 Acceleration
1 Acceleration
1 Displacement

EPKELL330

26

Relative Displacement

units
mm
mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm
mm

minimum

maximum peak to peak

-40.63
-1885.43
-2064.84
-1938.01
-2015.23
-46.06

39.73
2427.71
2703.58
2399.09
2609.41
43. 17

80.36
4313.14
4768.42
4337.10
4624.65
89.23

-12.46

9.85

22.30

- IZIIS - Skopje, VAXLAB 4000-200 Processing Control and Data Acquisition System
File

Cl^annel

Description

EPKELL500
EPKELL500
EPKELL500
EPKELL500
EPKELL500
EPKELL500

1
2
23
24
25
26

Table
Table
Point
Point
Point
Point

Displacement
Acceleration
2 Acceleration
3 Acceleration
1 Acceleration
1 Displacement

EPKELL500

26

Relative Displacement

units
mm
mm/s/s
mm/s/s
mm/s/s
mm/s/s
mm
mm

minimum

maximum peak to peak

-61. 78
-3340. 49
-2959. 86
-2847. 16
-3212. 58
-67. 41

60.35
3934.34
4108.90
3430.86
4167.69
64.47

122.13
7274.83
7068.76
6278.02
7380.26
131.89

-12.21

9.19

21.41

List 1. Peak Values of component "L" seismic excitations and Panel direction "L"

IZIIS••- Skopje, VAXLAB 4000-200 Processing Control and Data Acquisition System
Channel

File

Description

EPKELT165
EPKELT165
EPKELT165
EPKELT165
EPKELT165
EPKELT165

1
2
23
24
25
26

Table
Table
Point
Point
Point
Point

Displacement
Acceleration
2 Acceleration
3 Acceleration
1 Acceleration
1 Displacement

EPKELT165

26

Relative Displacement

units

minimum

maximum peak to peak
20. 41

1207. 62
871. 89
787. 75
816. 86

mm

-20.50
-920.19
-997.13
-1081.28
-1076.13
-24.22

21. 04

40.91
2127.82
1869.03
1869.03
1892.99
45.26

mm

-11.05

8.39

19.44

mm

mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm/s**2

- IZIIS - Skopje, VAXLAB 4000-200 Processing Control and Data Acquisition System
Description

Channel

File
EPKELT330
EPKELT330
EPKELT330
EPKELT330
EPKELT330
EPKELT33O

1
2
23
24
25
26

Table
Table
Point
Point
Point
Point

Displacement
Acceleration
2 Acceleration
3 Acceleration
1 Acceleration
1 Displacement

EPKELT33O

26

Relative Displacement

units

mm

mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm
mm

minimum

maximum peak to peak

-40.69
-2021.00
-2173.23
-2157.41
-2301.00
-43.65

39. 74

80. 42

2479. 05
1612. 75
1604. 60
1628. 75

4500. 04
3785. 98
3762. 02
3929. 75

39. 71

83. 37

-6.83

6.47

13.31

- IZIIS - Skopje, VAXLAB 4000-200 Processing Control and Data Acquisition System
File

Channel

Description

EPKELT500
EPKELT500
EPKELT500
EPKELT500
EPKELT500
EPKELT500

1
2
23
24
25
26

Table
Table
Point
Point
Point
Point

Displacement
Acceleration
2 Acceleration
3 Acceleration
1 Acceleration
1 Displacement

EPKELT500

26

Relative Displacement

units
mm
mm/s/s
mm/s/s
mm/s/s
mm/s/s
mm
mm

minimum

maximum peak to peak

-61.74
-3211.32
-3369.83
-3374.04
-3406.43
-64.21

60.39
3876.60
2596.68
2592.47
2560.08
63.77

122.13
7087.93
5966.51
5966.51
5966.51
127.98

-12.14

8.62

20. 76

List 2. Peak Values of component "L" seismic excitations and Panel direction "T"

- IZIIS - Skopje, VAXLAB 4000-200 Processing Control and Data Acquisition System
File

Channel

Description

EPKETT165
EPKETT165
EPKETT165
EPKETT165
EPKETT165
EPKETT165

1
2
23
24
25
26

Table
Table
Point
Point
Point
Point

Displacement
Acceleration
2 Acceleration
3 Acceleration
1 Acceleration
1 Displacement

EPKETT165

26

Relative Displacement

units

minimum

maximum peak to peak

mm

-20.49
-949.73
-807.68
-883.22
-912.99
-22.84

17.37
1005.56
941.53
770.15
692.46
19. 17

37.86
1955.29
1749.22
1653.37
1605.45
42.01

- 8 . 56

8.40

16.95

mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm/s**2

mm

- IZIIS - Skopje, VAXLAB 4000-200 Processing Control and Data Acquisition System
File

Channel

Description

EPKETT400
EPKETT400
EPKETT400
EPKETT400
EPKETT400
EPKETT400

1
2
23
24
25
26

Table
Table
Point
Point
Point
Point

Displacement
Acceleration
2 Acceleration
3 Acceleration
1 Acceleration
1 Displacement

EPKETT400

26

Relative Displacement

units
mm
mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm/s**2

minimum

mm

-49.51
-2168,70
-2216.48
-2081.03
-2201.69
-50.63

mm

-8.32

maximum peak to peak
41.54
2475.11
2168.55
2064.37
2135.42
42.83
9. 19

91.05
4643.82
4385.03
4145.41
4337.10
93.46
17. 50

- IZIIS - Skopje, VAXLAB 4000-200 Processing Control and Data Acquisition System
Channel

File

Description

EPKETT600
EPKETT600
EPKETT600
EPKETT600
EPKETT600
EPKETT600

1
2
23
24
25
26

Table
Table
Point
Point
Point
Point

Displacement
Acceleration
2 Acceleration
3 Acceleration
1 Acceleration
1 Displacement

EPKETT600

26

Relative Displacement

units

mm
mm/s/s
mm/s/s
mm/s/s
mm/s/s

mm
mm

minimum

-74. 38
-3394. 91
-3226. 34
-3423. 74
-3403. 34
-79. 66
-10.17

maximum peak to peak

62.47
3836.79
2907.91
2998.05
2970.53
62.32

136. 85
7231. 70
6134. 25
6421. 79
6373. 86
141. 98

8.17

18.34

List 3. Peak Values of component "T" seismic excitations and Panel direction "T"

- IZIIS - Skopje, tfAXLAB 4000-200 Processing Control and Data Acquisition System
File

Channel

Description

EPKETL165
EPKETL165
EPKETL165
EPKETL165
EP ;ETL165
EPKETL165

1
2
23
24
25
26

Table
Table
Point
Point
Point
Point

Displacement
Acceleration
2 Acceleration
3 Acceleration
1 Acceleration
1 Displacement

EPKETL165

26

Relative Displacement

units

minimum

maximum peak to peak

mm

mm

-20. 57
-933. 50
-848. 31
-788. 59
-859. 63
-23. 85

17.29
993.03
1044.68
960.63
1081.28
22. 72

37.86
1926.54
1892.99
1749.22
1940.91
46.57

mm

-10.43

9.84

20.27

mm/s**2
mm/s**2
tnm/s**2

mm/s**2

- IZIIS - Skopje, VAXLAB 4000-200 Processing Control and Data Acquisition System
File

Channel

Description

t-i

EPKETL400
EPKETL400
EPKETL400
EPKETL400
EPKETL400
EPKETL400

2
23
24
25

26

Table
Table
Point
Point
Point
Point

Displacement
Acceleration
2 Acceleration
3 Acceleration
1 Acceleration
1 Displacement

EPKETL400

26

R e l a t i v e Displacement

units

minimum

maximum peak to peak

mm

-49.45
-2191.50
-2236.04
-1964.13
-2278.25
-54.27

41.48
2581.71
2987.66
2732.40
3185.06
44.73

90.93
4773.21
5223.69
4696.53
5463.31
99.00

mm

-12.19

10.01

22.20

mm
mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm/s**2

- IZIIS - Skopje, VAXLAB 4000-200 Processing Control and Data Acquisition System
Channel

Fil*

Description

EPKETL600
EPKETL600
EPKETL600
EPKETL600
EPKETL600
EPKETL600

1
2
23
24
25
26

Table
Table
Point
Point
Point
Point

Displacement
Acceleration
2 Acceleration
3 Acceleration
1 Acceleration
1 Displacement

EPKETL600

26

Relative Displacement

units

minimum

maximum peak to peak

mm

-74. 30
-3387. 56
-3750. 04
-3300. 19
-4168. 81
-80. 63

62.66
3757.88
5020.02
4271.77
5248.22
71.45

136.97
7145.44
8770.05
7571.96
9417.03
152.08

mm

-14.02

14.12

28. 14

mm
mm/s/s
mm/s/s
mm/s/s
mm/s/s

List 4. Peak Values of component "T" seismic excitations and Panel direction "L"

- IZIIS - Skopje, VAXLAB 4000-200 Processing Control and Data Acquisition System
Channel

File
EPKEVV350
EPKEVV35O
EPKEVV350
EPKEVV35O
EPKEVV350
EPKEVV350

1
2
23
24
25
26

Description
Table
Table
Point
Point
Point
Point

Displacement
Acceleration
2 Acceleration
3 Acceleration
1 Acceleration
1 Displacement

units
mm
mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm

minimum
-18.56
-833.82
-1035.98
-1409.26
-836.89
-12.27

maximum peak to peak
15.94
891.44
1240.40
1394.28
1032.14
9.22

34. 50

1725. 26
2276. 38
2803. 54
1869. 03
21. 49

- IZIIS - Skopje, VAXLAB 4000-200 Processing Control and Data Acquisition System
File

Channel

EPKEVV700
EPKEVV700
EPKEVV700
EPKEVV700
EPKEVV700
EPKEVV700

1
2
23
24
25
26

Description
Table
Table
Point
Point
Point
Point

Displacement
Acceleration
2 Acceleration
3 Acceleration
1 Acceleration
1 Displacement

units
mm
mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm

minimum
-34.92
-2233.53
-2362.40
-2872.34
-1842.45
-12.75

maximum peak to peak
26. 72
1863.95
2885.26
3477.56
2111.27
10.05

61. 64

4097. 48
5247. 66
6349. 90
3953. 71
22. 80

- IZIIS - Skopje, VAXLAB 4000-200 Processing Control and Data Acquisition System
File

Channel

EPKEVV800
EPKEVV800
EPKEVV800
EPKEVV800
EPKEVV800
EPKEVV800

1
2
23
24
25
26

Description
Table
Table
Point
Point
Point
Point

Displacement
Acceleration
2 Acceleration
3 Acceleration
1 Acceleration
1 Displacement

units
mm
mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm

minimum
-37.31
-2934.10
-4129.59
•=-3705.48
-2879.08
-12.94

maximum peak to peak
27.85
2994.08
3705.95
4010.25
2991.59
7.90

65. 16

5928. 17
7835. 54
7715. 73
5870. 66
20. 84

IZIIS - Skopje, VAXLAB 4000-200 Processing Control and Data Acquisition System
Channel

File
EPKEVV900
EPKEVV900
EPKEVV900
EPKEVV900
EPKEVV900
EPKEVV900

1
2
23
24
25
26

Description
Table
Table
Point
Point
Point
Point

Displacement
Acceleration
2 Acceleration
3 Acceleration
1 Acceleration
1 Displacement

units
mm
mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm/s**2
mm

minimum
-38.90
-3531.50
-5643.21
-5747.11
-3915.80
-10.18

maximum peak to peak
28.31
3911.07
4828.14
4915.93
3440.50
9.36

67.21
7442.57
10471.35
10663.04
7356.30
19.54

List 5. Peak Values of component "V" seismic excitations and Panel direction "V"
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I. INTRODUCTION
The experimental seismic and vibration tests on electrical, mechanical and processing equiment
are carried out by using laboratory equimpment with high performances. This equipment
should, at least, execute the following functions:
• Generation of programmable dynamic excitations with a defined amplitude-frequency
content;
• Measurement and analysis of parameters defining the dynamic behaviour of the structural
and functional capabilities of the tested specimen.
During the last decade, numerous experimental tests of equipment were performed by using
the equipment available at the Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Engineering
Seismology in Skopje. According to their content, these tests could be classified as
qualification tests, prove tests or development prototype tests.
Two, electro-hydraulic systems that are basically conceptualized as earthquake simulators are
used for generation of seismic and other (nonseismic) vibrations.
The existing large biaxial shaking table (maximal specimen mass of 40 000 kg) can generate
simultaneous excitations in horizontal and vertical directions.
The uniaxial shaking table (maximal specimen mass of 3000 kg) can generate excitations in
horizontal direction only.
A digital computer is used for processing control and data acquisition.
These integral systems could generate programmed random, stochastic and harmonic dynamic
excitation.
A small electro-mechanical shaking table (maximal specimen mass of 50 kg) is used for
generation of exclusively harmonic excitations (sinus and sinus sweep), alternatively in the
horizontal or vertical direction.
Measurement and analysis of the dynamic behaviour parameters of the tested specimens is
performed by sophisticated measuring, data acquisition and data analysis equipment.
Different types of electro-mechanical transducers (accele*"ometers, displacement transducers,
load cells, pressure transducers, strain gages, etc.) are used for measuring the mechanical
quantities by which the dynamic behaviour of the structural components of the specimens are
defined.
The functional parameters of the specimen are measured directly or indirectly. For each
specimen, the problem of the functioning parameters monitoring and data acquisition is
considered individually.
A programmable high speed multi channel data acquisition system is used for data collection.
Data processing and analysis are usually done by computer or signal analyzer.
In this report, a short description of testing equipment performances is informatively done
only.
The main part of this report is a synthesized experience in seismic and vibration testing and
qualification of different type of equipment, gathered in the period 1983 -1994.

2. SELECTED STANDARDS AND REGULATORY GUIDES
The basic step in any qualification programme is the preparation of the qualification
procedure. The information flow in a typical qualification programme is shown in a form of a
block diagram.
Equipment
Supplier

Equipment
Data

Qualification
Procedure

Test Lab.
(Contractor)
Purchaser

Approved
Procedure

Tei t
Laboratory

m

Test
Standards
Guides
Specifications
Regulatory
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1
1
i

Review

i•

•
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Test Report

Block

uis.gf-B.\r,

o-f

1
I QuaBficafion
1 Procedure

Seismic

f1 Test Report
1

Purchaser

Test Report

Q u a l i f i c a t i on

F'roq?"-am

The Regulatory Agencies and Commissions prescribe conditions and criteria for performance
of different types of tests.
The most frequently used regulatory guides and standards are listed in this report.
The selection is made based on IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency), IEEE (Institute
of Electrotechnical and Electronic Engineers), EEC (International Electrotechnical
Commission) and the former Soviet Union regulations.

IEEE 279-1971. Criteria for Protection of Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations
(ANSI/IEEE) (REAFF 1978) (Revision of IEEE Std 279-1968).
IEEE 323-1983 Qualifying Class IE Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating Stations
(Revision of IEEE Std 323-1974)
IEEE 336-1985 Installation, Inspection and Testing Requirements for Power, Instrumentation,
and Control Equipment at Nuclear FAcilities (Revision of IEEE Std 336-1980)
IEEE 344-1975 Recommended Practices for Seismic Qualification of Class IE Equipment for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations (ANSI/IEEE) (Revision of IEEE Std 344-1971 (Reaff
1980)
IEEE 382-1980 Standard for Qualification of Safety-Related Valve Actuators (Revision of
IEEE Std 382-1972)
IEEE 420-1982 Standard for the Design and Qualification of Class IE Control Boards,
Panels, and Racks Used in Nuclear Power Generating Stations.

IEEE 467-1980 Standard Quality Assurance Program Requirements for the Design and
Manufacture of Class IE Instrumentation and Electric Equipment for Nuclear Power
Generating Stations
IEEE 497-1981 Standard Criteria for Accident Monitoring Instrumentation for Nuclear Power
Generating Stations (ANSI/EEEE).
IEEE 600 Draft - Trial Use Standard Requirements for Organizations that Conduct
qualification Testing of Safety Systems Equipment for Use in Nuclear Power Generating
Stations (ANSI/IEEE)
IEEE 603-1980 Standard Criteria for Safety Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations
(Revision of IEEE Std 603-1977)
IEEE 627-1980 Standard for Design Qualifiction of Safety Systems Equipment Used in
Nuclear Power Generating Stations (ANSI/IEEE).
IEEE Std 693-1984 IEEE Recommended Practices for Seismic Design of Substations, The
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, Inc.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Regulatory Guide 1.100, Revision 1, 1977. Seismic
Qualifiction of Electric Equipment for Nuclear Power Plants.
IAEA Safety Guides, Safety Series No. 50-SG-S2 "Seismic Analysis and Testing of Nuclear
Power Plants", A Safety Guide, IAEA, Vienna 1979.
IEC Publication 68-2-6 "Basic Environmental Testing Procedures; Test and Guidance:
Vibration (Sinusoidal)", International Electrotechnical Commission, 1982.
IEC TC 50 SC 50A, "Environmental Testing; Schock and Vibration Tests", International
Electrotechnical Commission, 1982.
IEEE Std. 501-1978, IEEE Standard Seismic Testing of Releys, The Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers.
INTERATOMENERGO - Moscow, General Technical Requirements OTT-82 and OTT-87.
IAEA Safety Series No. 50-SG-D15, Seismic Design and Qualification for Nuclear Power
Plants, A Safety Guide, IAEA, Vienna, 1992.
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Regulatory Guide 1.60, Design Response Spectra for
Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants, 1973
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Regulatory Guide 1.29, Revision 1, "Seismic Design
Classification.
Lloyd's Register Testing Manuals

3. TESTING EQUIPMENT INSTALLED AT THE DYNAMIC TESTING
LABORATORY IN THE INSTITUTE OF EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING AND
ENGINEERING SEISMOLOGY, SKOPJE, REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA
At the Dynamic Testing Laboratory of the Institute of Earthquake Engineering and
Engineering Seismology, the following testing systems are available:
Biaxial shaking table;
Uniaxial shaking table;
Electromechanical biaxial shaking table.
These are used for performance of seismic and vibration testing.
The main characteristics of the systems are presented in the subsequent few pages.
3.1. Biaxial Shaking Table
1. Biaxial shaking table
Size:
Mass of the table:
Mass of the tested specimen:
Height of the tested specimen:
• Type of existing equipment:
• Type of vibrations:
• Dynamic load capacity:
• Frequency band:
• Directions (axis):
• Dynamic performances
Horizontal direction
Stroke:
Velocity:
Acceleration:

Vertical direction
Stroke:
Velocity:
Acceleration:

- Programming device:

5 mx5 m
40000 kg
40000 kg
9 meters
Servo controlled electro-hydraulic Equipment
Random, sinusoidal, artificial wave forms
800 KN
0.1-70 Hz
2, horizontal and (or) vertical

+/-125 mm
+/- 750 cm/s
+/- 2 g maximum (depending on the mass of the
specimen)

+/-60 mm
+/- 500 cm/s
+/- 1 g maximum (depending on the mass of the
specimen)
Standard Function Generator
Instrumentation Tape Recorder Player
Random Noise Generator
Digital Computer with D/AC Subsystem

Data Acquisition Equipment
Electromechanical transducers

Accelerometers
Displacement transducers
Strain gauges

Other transmitters:
Recording equipment:

Voltage output stage +/- 5 V
Instrumentation Tape Recorder
Digital Computer with A/DC Subsystem

Readout equipment:

Oscilloscope, oscillograph, digital voltmeter
Digital Spectrum Analyzer
Digital Computer System

Signal processing equipment:
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3.2. Uniaxial Shaking Table
1. Uniaxial Shaking table
- Size:
- Mass of the table:
- Mass of the tested specimen:
- Height of the tested specimen:
- Type of exciting equipment:
- Dynamic load capacity:
- Frequency band:
- Directions (axis):
- Dynamic performances
Horizontal direction
,i Stroke:
Velocity:
Acceleration:

- Programming device:

Data Acquisition Equipment
Electromechanical transducers

1.5 m x 1.2m
1050 kg
3000 kg
9 meters (recommended maximum 3 m)
Servo Controlled Electro-Hydraulic Equipment
100 KN
0.1 - 120 Hz
1, horizontal

+/- 100 mm
+/- 500 cm/s
+/- 8 g maximum (depending on the mass of the
specimen)
Standard Function Generator
Instrumentation Tape Recorder Player
Random Noise Generator
Digital Computer with D/AC Subsystem

Accelerometers
Displacement transducers
Strain gauges

Other transmitters:
Recording equipment:

Voltage output stage +/- 5 V
Instrumentation Tape Recorder
Digital Computer with A/DC Subsystem

Readout equipment:

Oscilloscope, oscillograph, digital voltmeter

Signal processing equipment:

Digital Spectrum Analyzer
Digital Computer System
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3.3. Small Electromechanical Shaking Table
Size:
Mass of the table:
Mass of the tested specimen:
Height of the tested specimen:
Type of exciting equipment:
Type of vibrations
Directions (axis):
Dynamic performances

50 cm x 50 cm
1000 kg (total mass without foundation)
50 kg
3 meters (recommended height 1 m)
Three Phase Asynchronous Motor
Sinusoidal or Sinusoidal Sweeping
2, horizontal or vertical

Horizontal direction
Stroke:
Acceleration:

+/- 15 ran. (maximum for low frequency band)
+/- 8 g (depending on the mass of the specimen)

Vertical direction
Stroke:
Acceleration:

+/- 15 mm (maximum for low frequency band)
+/- 8 g (depending on the mass of the specimen)

;l

Data Acquisition Equipment
Electromechanical transducers

Accelerometers
Displacement transducers
Strain gauges

Other transmitters:
Recording equipment:

Voltage output stage +/- 5 V
Instrumentation Tape Recorder
Digital Computer with A/DC Subsystem

Readout equipment:

Oscilloscope, oscillograph, digital voltmeter

Signal processing equipment:

Digital Sp xtrum Analyzer
Digital Computer System

4. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF ELECTROMECHANICAL AND
CONTROL EQUIPMENT REALIZED AT THE INSTITUTE OF EARTHQUAKE
ENGINEERING AND ENGINEERING SEISMOLOGY, SKOPJE, REPUBLIC OF
MACEDONIA
Seismic and vibration testing of different electromechanical and processing equipment has
been performed at the Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Engineering Seismology Skopje for more than fifteen years.
Presented in this report are the most interesting tests.
All the equipment is classified into six main groups each containing several sub-groups.

TESTED EQUIPMENT SPECD7ICATION
4.1.

High Voltage Equipment
4.1.1. High Voltage Breakers
4.1.1.1.
Producer: "Energoinvest", Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina
- High Voltage Circuit Breaker SFE-13
- High Voltage Circuit Breaker SFE-14-1
- High Voltage Circuit Breaker SFE-16
Type of test: seismic testing
4.1.1.2.
Producer: "Rade Koncar", Zagreb, Croatia
Tested Equipment:
- High Voltage Breaker K3. AS-1
Type of test: seismic testing
4.1.2. Current Transformers
4.1.2.1.
Producer: "Rade Koncar" - Zagreb, Croatia
Tested Equipment:
- Current Transformer AGU-420
- Current Transformer HPVC B/B, 400 KV
Type of test: seismic testing
4.1.2.2.
Producer: "Energoinvest" - Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina
Tested Equipment:
- Inverse Current Transformer - ISF 420/525
- Inverse Current Transformer - ISF 170

Note: The specimens are tested without a base support and with different base supports)
Type of tests: seismic testing
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4.1.3. High Voltage Isolators
4.1.3.1.
Producer: "Rade Koncar" - Zagreb, Croatia
Tested Equipment
- High Voltage Isolator PVZ-420-I
Type of test: seismic testing
4.1.3.2.
Producer: "Minel" - Belgrade, FR Yugoslavia
Tested Equipment:
- High Voltage Isolator RS-4202
Type of test: seismic testing
4.1.4. Metal Enclosed High Voltage Equipment
Producer: "Energoinvest" - Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina
Tested Equipment:
- Metal Enclosed System MOP - A3
Type of testing: seismic testing
,i

4.2.

Electromechanical Driving Assemblages
4.2.1. Producer: "Energoinvest" - Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina
Tested equipment:
- Electromechanical Driving Gear Type:
EMSTN25-16-C1-P
EMSTN40-16-C1-P
EMPN 100-10-C-00/KK-0-6-1-9-00
EMPN 250-10-C-00/KK-0-6-1-9-00
EMPN 320-16-C-P
EMPN 400-16-C-P
EMPN 800-16-C-P
EMPN 1000-16-C-P
EMPN 1600-16-C-P
EMPN 2000-16-C-P
Type of testing: vibration and seismic testing

4.3.

Valves and "Open-Close" Devices for Large Scale Piping Installations
4.3.1. Producer: "Energoinvest" - Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina
Tested equipment:
- Sluice Valve DU-600
- Sluice Valve DU-400
- Valve
DU-150
-Valve
DU-150
- Regulatory Valve DN 100 PN 200
- Regulatory Valve PN 25 DN 300
Type of testing: vibration and seismic testing
4.3.2. Producer: "MTN" - Nis, FR Yugoslavia
Tested equipment:
- Model of Device "KZOK-1200"
Type of testing: vibration and seismic testing
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4.3.3. Producer: "Prva Iskra-Baric-Belgrade", FR Yugoslavia
Tested equipment:
- Needle Shaped Valve Type Pp 160 Tp 100
Type of testing: vibration
4.4.

Control Panels
4.4.1. Producer: "Rade Koncar" - Zagreb, Croatia
Tested equipment:
- Control Panel VMI6
- Control Panel VMF6
Type of testing: seismic testing
4.4.2. Producer: "EMO" - Ohrid, Republic of Macedonia
,
- Control and Distribution Frame Type "OGR-C"
Type of testing: seismic testing
4.4.3. Producer: "Rade Koncar'1 - Skopje, .Republic of Macedonia
Tested equipment:
- Base Isolating Control Frame PA - 117
- Control and Distribution Frame Type "OR-1"
Type of testing: vibration
4.4.4. Producer: (unknown, for YU Armed Forces)
Test equipment:
- Mobile Communication Center
Type of testing: vibration and simulation of transport conditions.

4.5.

Vibratory Isolating Equipment
4.5.1. Producer: "GERB" - Berlin, Germany
Type of tested equipment:
- GERB Spring Dashpot System
Type of testing: Seismic testing and vibrations
4.5.2. Producer: "Jugoturbina" - Karlovac, Croatia
Tested equipment:
- Base Isolating Element for Diezel Generators and Engines type 3.08.140.001
Type of testing: vibration, seismic testing and shock
4.5.3. Producer: "Gosa" - Belgrade, FR Yugoslavia
Type of tested equipment:
- Hydraulic Snubber Type HA - 500 kN
Type of testing: investigation of static and dynamic performances.
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4.5.4. Producer: "EMO" - Ohrid, Republic of Macedonia
Tested equipment:
- Stock Bridge Dampers for High Voltage Distribution Lines (several different
models)
Type of testing: vibration
4.6.

Measurement and Control Elements
4.6.1. Producer: "ATM" - Zagreb, Croatia, NPP "Krsko" - Krsko, Slovenia
Tested equipment:
- Pressure and Differential Pressure Transmitter Type P-151/7b
Type of testing: vibration and seismic testing
4.6.2. Producer: "Rade Koncar" - Skopje, Republic of Macedonia
Tested equipment:
,,
- Contactor CNM - 400
-ReleyTRM-12
Type of testing: vibration
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5. ABSTRACTS
The specified tested equipment (Item 4) was tested under different regulatory requirements
and criteria.
Different testing procedures were applied for different specimens or groups of specimens.
The category and the purpose of the tested specimens were also different.
For all the tested specimens, the following is common:
•

The testing could be classified as "seismic", "vibratory" or "seismic and vibratory" testing;

•

All the applied testing procedures were based on world-wide recognized regulatory guides
and standards.

•

The selected and applied reuglations are compatible or complementary.

Each abstract is prepared to show the relevant data about the provided testing, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Producer and(or) testing investor;
Short description of the tested specimen;
Selected regulations;
Testing equipment;
Essential results
End-user and application.

The abstracts are prepared for each tested specimen separately or for groups of specimens.
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5.1.

HIGH VOLTAGE CIRCUIT BREAKERS WITH SF6
TYPE SFE-13, SFE-14, SFE-16

Producer:

"ENERGOEVVEST" - Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina

Testing Investor:

"ENERGOINVEST" - Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina

5.1.1. DESCRIPTION
5.1.1.1. Description of SFE-13
The high voltage circuit breaker type SFE-13 is designed for high (over) voltage protection.
The normal voltage is 170 kv, however, the breaking capacity is 40 KA.
The device consists of three interconnected poles. The first pole is monted on a special base
(made by steel profiles) with a case, while the second and the third pole are mounted on
special steel supports - columns.
The upper parts for all three poles are porcelain insullators. Each pole has two insulating
members. The down member has one porcelein element, however the upper member is formed
from the porcelain element and the porcelain capacitor.
The porcelain elements have two main functions: high voltage insulation and part of the carrier
structure of the assembled device.
The interconnection parts between the porcelain elements and between the porcelain elements
and the steel supports are flanges made of special alluminum alloy.
On the scheme, the elements designated by: 1, 2, 3 are made of electro-porcelain, however
the elements designated by 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 are made of steel and steel profiles.
The damping fluid is neutral gas SF6.
Type

Geometrical
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5.1.1.2. Description of SFE-14
The high voltage circuit breaker type SFE-14 is designed for high (over) voltage protection.
The nominal voltage is 245 KV, however the breaking capacity is 40 KA.
The device is tested as a single pole. The main parts are: steel base, housing with pneumatic
power supply with mechanical and insulation part.
The insulation part of the breaker has two function: part of the carrier structure and insulation.
This part is produced by electroporcelain and consists from three members. The down member
is mounted on the housing by metal flanges. All the three porcelain elements are
interconnected by alluminum alloy flanges. The upper member consists of a porcelain insulator
and a porcelain capacitor.
On the scheme, the elements assigned by 1, 2, 3 are from porcelein, however the elements
designated by 4, 5, 6 are from steel.
*j
The damping fluid is gas SF6.
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5.1.1.3. Description of SFE-16
The high voltage circuit breaker type SFE-16 is designed for high (over) voltage protection.
The nominal voltage is 420 KV, however the breaking capacity is 40 KA.
The device is tested as a single pole. The main parts are: steel base, a housing with pneumatic
power supply with a mechanism and an insulation part.
The insulation part of the breaker has two functions: part of the carrier structure and insulator.
This part is made of electroporcelein.
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The insulation column is mounted on the housing. The column consists of three porcelain
members. Mounted on the top of the column are two branches. Each branch consists of one
porcelain member and one porcelain capacitor. Both branches and the vertical, column, are in
the form of "Y" letter.
The interconnection between the porcelain elements is realized by special aluminum allooy
flanges, however the down porcelain and the housing are connected by metal flanges.
On the scheme, the elements designated by 1, 2, 3, 4 are made of porcelain, while those
designated by 5, 6, 7 are made of steel.
The damping fluid is gas SF6
Geometrical
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5.1.2. SELECTED REGULATIONS
The testing investor required application of a synthesized testing procedure acceptable for
many countries and regions. The basic regulatory documents were LEE Std 344-1975, IEEE
Std 693-1984, IEEE Std 323-1974, US.NRC R.G.I.100, E C 68-2-6/1982, IEC TC50 SC
50A, IAEA 5O-SG-D15, etc.

5.1.3. TESTING EQUIPMENT
All the tests are carried out on the biaxial shaking table.
A digital computer system with D/AC and A/DC subsystem is used for seismic input data preprocessing, process control, data acquisition and preliminary data processing.
Up to 32 high speed data acquisition channels are used to collect data on acceleration,
displacement and strain on the carrier structure, the supports and the active parts and
mechanisms forming the tested assembled specimen.
The acquired data are processed in the time and frequency domain (Fourier spectra).
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5.1.4. TEST RESULTS
The testing program is realized in several phases.
First of all, the dynamic characteristics are defined for all the three directions of the specimen
(longitudinal, transversal and vertical). For each pole, the natural frequency, damping ratio and
vibration mode shape are experimentally defined.
Second, several real recorded and synthetized earthquake time histories are applied as low
intensity seismic excitation.
Finally, up to 8 time histories (6 real recorded earthquakes and 2 synthetized time histories
are) are selected. The applied time histories simulate local earthquakes and earthquakes from
moderate and long-distance epicenters.
The synthetized time histories are based on previously defined acceleration spectra.
A series of experiments with low intensity (displacement span less than 30% of the full scale)
are realized in order to record the dynamic behaviour of the tested specimen exposed to
different seismic excitations.
After this, the most unfavourable time histories are used for the next strong intensity
experiments. Each unfavourable earthquake is applied with an intensity of 65% and 100% of
the full scale and even more (around 125%).
The influence of the internal shock and vibration sources (over gas pressure, "on-off"
operations) are also recorded and analyzed.
Combined and synchronized dynamic excitations (external - earthquakes and internal - "onoff" operations) are also applied. The effects caused by the combined excitations are recorded
and analyzed.

5.1.5. FINAL USER OF THE RESULTS
The testing investor required two main tasks:
- Experimental verification of the seismic and dynamic withstanding of the tested specimen;
- Creation of an experimental data base for optimization and improvement of the design
processes for similar models and formulation of a simple mathematical model for approximate
calculation of the seismic withstanding of similar models on the basis of the designer's
calculations and modeling as well as experimental results.
Based on the results arising from the first task, the Investor prepared general purpose
informative materials for marketing purposes.
The produced equipment was sold in former Yugoslavia, former Soviet Union, some countries
in South America, some Arabian countries, etc.
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5.2. HIGH VOLTAGE CIRCUIT BREAKER TYPE K3.AS-1
Producer:

"RADE KONCAR" - Zagreb, Croatia

Testing Investor:

"RADE KONCAR" - Zagreb, Croatia

5.2.1. DESCRIPTION
The high voltage circuit breaker type K3.AS-1 is designed for high (over) voltage protection.
The device consists of three interconnected poles. Each pole consists of two porcelain
insulators conected by metal flanges. All the three poles are mounted on steel supports. The
supports are mounted on the longitudinal steel carrier frame. The hydraulic driving system and
control panel are mounted on the carrier frame, too.
All the metal parts are interconnected by screws. However, the connection between the
porcelain and the metal is realized by portland cement. The working fluid inside the insulators
is SF6.
The described model is the basic version of the breaker. This model could be mounted on the
foundation in different ways. For experimental purposes only, three models are considered:
- Model with a fixed base (directly mounted on the shaking table);
- Model mounted on rubber elements (as base-isolating elements);
- Model mounted on friction dampers (base-siolated model, special aseismic version).

5.2.2. SELECTED REGULATIONS
The testing investor required application of world-wide recognized regulations. The basic
document for definition of the investigation program was EEEE 344 - 1975 and some
compatible IEEE, DEC and IAEA documents.

5.2.3. TESTING EQUIPMENT
All the tests are carried out on the biaxial shaking table.
A digital computer system with D/AC and A/DC subsystem is used for seismic input data preprocessing, process control, data acquisition and preliminary data processing.
Up to 32 high speed data acquisition channels are used to collect data on acceleration,
displacement and strain on the carrier structure, the supports and the active parts and
mechanisms forming the tested assembled specimen.
The acquired data are processed in the time and frequency domain (Fourier spectra).
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5.2.4. TEST RESULTS
The testing programme was realized in several phases.
Up to three models were tested: a model with a fixed base, a model with rubber elements as
base isolation elements and a model with friction dampers as a special aseismic version.
All the tests were carried out in two horizontal directions of the specimen: longitudinal and
transversal.
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The same testing procedure was repeated six times (3 models times 2 directions).
First of all, the dynamic characteristics were defined for each model and for each specimen
direction.
Fore each pole, the natural frequency, damping ratio and vibration mode shape were
experimentally defined.
Based on the investor requirements and the selected regulations, three types of seismic
excitations were applied:
Real recorded earthquakes (El Centro, USA, 1940, with peak acceleration of 0.35g,
and Petrovac, Montenegro, with peak acceleration of 0.30 g);
,i Synthetized (artificial) earthquake time history with a peak acceleration of 0.30 g;
"Sine beat" excitation with peak acceleration of 0.20 g.
All "sine beat" time histories were generated separately for each model and direction. The
experimentally defined natural frequency and damping for each model were the parameters for
generation of the "sine beat" time history.
For each model and direction, after defining of the dynamic characteristics, each selected
seismic excitation was applied minimum three times, with 30%, 70% and 100% of the
considered full scale.
The influence of the internal shock and vibration sources (on-off operation) is not specially
analyzed).

5.2.5. FINAL USER OF THE RESULTS
The testing investor required three main tasks:
Experimental verification of the seismic and dynamic withstanding of the tested
different models delivered from one specimen;
Definition of the real performances and facilities of each tested model and comparison
between the different modes of base isolation;
Presentation of the experimental data and objective conclusions in a form acceptable
for different users in different countries and regions.
These requirements were conceptualized to help the designers and developing engineers to
develop new withstand models or to increase the withstanding of the existing models.
The producer of the breakers sales these products on the territory of former Yugoslavia,
former Eastern Europe countries, India and some Arabian countries.
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5.3.

CURRENT TRANSFORMERS WITH OIL
TYPE AGU-420I and HPDC B/B 400 KV

Producer:

"RADE KONCAR" - Zagreb, Croatia

Testing Investor:

"RADE KONCAR" - Zagreb, Croatia

5.3.1. DESCRIPTION
The test specimen is formed from a current transformer with oil AGU-420I and a standard
steel support.
On the scheme, the main parts of the transformer are presented.
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Part "4" is the steel support. The producer usually considers usage of the standard version.
Part "3" is a metal housing with secondary outlets.
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Part "2" are electroporcelain insulators.
Part "5" are metal flanges to provide proper assembling of the porcelain members with the
metal parts of the transformer. The rubber elements are mounted between the porcelain
elements and the flanges.
Part "1" is the head of the transformer;
Part "6" is the primary part with inlets of the transformer. The secondary part is inside the
transformer's head (part 1).
Part "7" is a membrane.
The total height of the transformer with the support is 8005 mm, however the total mass is
2283,1 kg. The mass of the oil is 550 kg. The oil is situated in the head of the transformer.
A total mass of about 650 kg is concentrated at the head of the transformer. This gives rise to
a very high location of the centre of gravity of the assembled specimen.
The testing speciment of the transformer model HVDC B/B is similar to the basic version of
the model AGV-420I.
There are some modifications in the head of the transformer, on the primary part.
In this model, the mass of the oil and the total mass of the primary part and the head are
increased. These modifications do not significantly increase the total mass of the specimen but
affect the centre of gravity the location of which becomes higher than the location in the basic
model.

5.3.2. SELECTED REGULATIONS
The main investor's request was to perform seismic testing with a horizontal peak acceleration
of 0.3 g and vertical peak acceleration of 0.15 g in the frequency domain of 1 to 35 Hz. The
testing procedure should be compatible with the world-wide recognized regulations.
This tender request allows freedom in defining the investigation program but the investigation
team decided to establish a complex program based on EEE-344-1975, other IEEE and EEC
documents.

5.3.3. TESTING EQUIPMENT
All the tests are carried out on the biaxial shaking table.
A digital computer system with D/AC and A/DC subsystem is used for seismic input data preprocessing, process control, data acquisition and preliminary data processing.
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Up to 32 high speed data acquisition channels are used to collect data on acceleration,
displacement and strain on the carrier structure, the supports and the active parts and
mechanisms forming the tested assembled specimen.
The acquired data are processed in the time and frequency domain (Fourier spectra).

5.3.4. TEST RESULTS
The tests were realized in one horizontal direction and in the vertical direction.
In both directions, the testing was performed in two phases.
In th-? first phase, the dynamic characteristics (natural frequency, damping ratio and mode
shape of vibration) were experimentally defined.
Up to 7 real recorded earthquakes (El Centro, Taft, Friuli, Montenegro /Petrovac, Ulcinj, Bar,
Herceg Novi) and up to 3 synthetized time histories were selected as seismic excitations.
The standard model AGU-120 was tested with "sine beat" additionally.
All the selected seismic excitations were applied with minimum 3 different intensity spans:
30%, 70% and 100% of the earthquake full scale intensity.
Strain gauges, accelerometers and displacement transducers were used for data acquisition and
monitoring of the dynamic behaviour of the tested specimen. All the acquired data were
processed in time and frequency domain.
The data processing was conceptualized to answer the question regarding seismic
withstanding and dynamic stability of the tested specimen exposed to intensive seismic
excitations with very wide amplitude and frequency contents.

5.3.5. FINAL USER OF THE RESULTS
The testing investor defined two main tasks:
Experimental verification of the seismic withstanding and dynamic stability of the
tested specimen;
Experimental investigation for the purpose of satisfying the requirements for seismic
prove test in many countries, especially in India, some Arabian countries and other
developing countries. The basic request was to satisfy the IEEE regulations.
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5.4.

INVERSE CURRENT TRANSFORMERS
TYPE ISF 420/525 and ISF170

Producer:

"ENERGOINVEST" - Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina

Testing Investor:

"ENERGOINVEST" - Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina

5.4.1. DESCRIPTION
The high voltage inverse current transformer type ISF 420/525 is designed for nominal voltage
of 420 KV or 525 Kv and nominal current up to 4 KA.
The high voltage inverse current transformer type ISF 170 is designed for a nominal voltage of
170 KV and nominal current of up to 4 KA.
The damping fluid is SF6.
All the structural and functional components of the transformer are presented on the scheme.
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Sheme of ISF 423/525 Irw&r

The producer offers and sales a current transformer assembled set, however the final user
usually provides the supporting columns. Because the dynamic characteristics of the
supporting column have a very important influence on the dynamic behaviour and the dynamic
stability of the transformer, the testing investor required seismic testing of two types of
physical models: current transformer only and current transformer mounted on a column.
Because the final user usually has a freedom to choose the form and the type of the supporting
column, the testing investor required testing with three different types of supporting columns.
Comparing with the dynamic characteristics of the tested current transformer, a relatively
flexible, stiff and "optimized" supporting column was used for testing purposes only.
Finally, up to four physical models of type ISF 420/525 were tested: fixed base transformer,
transformer mounted on a flexible column, transformer mounted on a stiff column, transformer
mounted on an "optimized" column. The parameters for the "optimized" column were
calculated by the producer designers based on experimental data obtained by previous model
testing.
The type ISF 170 is tested on two physical models: without support column and with a
support column selected by the designers.

5.4.2. SELECTED REGULATIONS
The testing investor required application of a synthesized testing procedure acceptable for
many countries and regions. The basic regulations were EEE Std 344-1975, IEEE Std 6931984, IEEE Std 323-1974, US.NRC R.G.I.100, IEC 68-2-6/1982, IEC TC50 SC 50A, IAEA
50-SG-D15, etc.

5.4.3. TESTING EQUIPMENT
All the tests are carried out on the biaxial shaking table.
A digital computer system with D/AC and A/DC subsystem is used for seismic input data preprocessing, process control, data acquisition and preliminary data processing.
Up to 32 high speed data acquisition channels are used to collect data on acceleration,
displacement and strain on the carrier structure, the supports and the active parts and
mechanisms forming the tested assembled specimen.
The acquired data are processed in the time and frequency domain (Fourier spectra).

5.4.4. TEST RESULTS
The testing programme is realized in several phases. All the tests are realized in one horizontal
and vertical direction.
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For each tested physical model, the dynamic characteristics (natural frequency, damping ratio
and mode shape of vibration) are defined first.
Up to four seismic excitations were selected to cover a wide amplitude and fequency domain:
three real recorded earthquakes El Centro (USA, 1940, peak acceleration 0.35 g), Petrovac
(Montenegro, 1979, peak acceleration 0.30 g), Friuli (Italy, 1976, peak acceleration 0.50 g)
and one synthetized time history.
All the seismic excitations were applied with three different intensity spans: 30%, 70% and
100% of the full scale intensity.
The dynamic behaviour was recorded and monitored by two types of information:
- Strains, accelerations and displacements at the carrier structure of the tested model
- Relative distances of the essential parts of the current transformer.
,i

The first type of data provide analysis of a seismic withstanding and dynamic stability of the
carrier structure consisting of steel, aluminum, porcelain, portland cement, araldite and other
materials.
The second type of data provide a very important information about the functioning
performances of the transformer, because the transformer can work properly only in a working
area limited by some critical minimal and maximal relative distances.
All the tested models are critically analyzed from the view point of seismic withstanding,
dynamic spatial stability and uniform strain distribution in different locations and different
material.

5.4.5. FINAL USER OF THE RESULTS
The testing investor required two main tasks:
- Experimental verification of the seismic and dynamic withstanding of the tested specimen;
- Creation of an experimental data base for optimization and improvement of the design
processes for similar models and formulation of a simple mathematical model for approximate
calculation of the seismic withstanding of similar models on the basis of the designer's
calculations and modeling as well as the experimental results.
Based on the results arising from the first task, the Investor prepared general purpose
informative materials for marketing purposes.
The produced equipment was sold in former Yugoslavia, former Soviet Union, some countries
in South America, some Arabian countries, etc.
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5.5.

HIGH VOLTAGE ISOLATOR TYPE RVZ-420-1

Producer:

"RADE KONCAR" - Zagreb, Croatia

Testing Investor:

"RADE KONCAR" - Zagreb, Croatia

5.5.1. DESCRIPTION
The high voltage isolator is designed for a nominal voltage of 420 KV.
The support base of the isolator is formed from two metal vertical columns
interconnected by a horizontal steel beam at their tops.
At the ends of the beam, two vertical columns made of electroporcelain are mounted. Each
column is formed from three porcelain elements.
At the tops of the isolator columns, two horizontal cantilever metal branches are mounted.
The branches represent high voltage contacts.
The first branch has a fixed position in the longitudinal direction.
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The other branch has two stable positions in the longitudinal direction (at closed contacts
position) and horizontally rotated for 90° (at open contacts position).
The "open-close" mechanism is mounted on the first steel supporting column, and the
commands are transferred on the rotating contact branch by a inclined lever. The geometrical
form of the assembled isolator suggests testing in all the three directions but the testing
investor decided to test the isolator only in the longitudinal direction, at "open contacts" and
"closed contacts" position.

5.5.2. SELECTED REGULATIONS
The IEEE and IEC documents were considered in defining the investigation program but the
investor finally decided to apply the following testing procedure:
,i

- Definition of the dynamic characteristics;
- Testing by applying the "El Centro", USA, 1940 earthquake (peak acceleration of 0.35g);
- Testing by using "sine beat" time history.
The procedure is compatible with the IEEE-344-1975.

5.5.3. TESTING EQUIPMENT
All the tests are carried out on the biaxial shaking table.
A digital computer system with D/AC and A/DC subsystem is used for seismic input data preprocessing, process control, data acquisition and preliminary data processing.
Up to 32 high speed data acquisition channels are used to collect data on acceleration,
displacement and strain on the carrier structure, the supports and the active parts and
mechanisms forming the tested assembled specimen.
The acquired data are processed in the time and frequency domain (Fourier spectra).

5.5.4. TEST RESULTS
The dynamic characteristics of the isolator were designed only for the longitudinal direction.
At "closed contacts" position, the natural frequencies of both branches are the same (2.88 Hz),
however the damping ratio is not-significantly different (3.64% and 3.11% of the critical). The
mode shape of vibration is similar for both branches.
At "open contacts" position, the natural frequencies and damping ratio are different for both
branches: the high voltage ("free contact") is more flexible (fh = 2.40 Hz, damping 4.02% of
critical), however the other contact becomes more stiff (fh = 4.00 Hz, damping 12.8% of the
critical). The mode shape of vibration is different.
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The different characteristics of both positions give rise to different dynamic behaviour of the
branches of the isolator exposed to the same dynamic excitations.
A special attention is paid to the more stiff contact ("fixed" contact) because the differences
between the dynamic characteristics in poth positions are significant.
The "El Centro" earthquake was applied in both positions with three different intensity spans
of 30%, 70% and 100% of full scale.
Up to three "sine beat" time histories were generated with a base frequency of 2.88 Hz, 240
Hz and 4.02 Hz.
The dynamic behaviour was recorded and monitored by strain, acceleration and displacement
time history signals.

5.5.5. FINAL USER OF THE RESULTS
The experimental results were analyzed and accepted by the Electrotechnical Insitute at "Rade
Koncar" to help the improvement and optimization of design and manufacturing processes.
These results supported the marketing activities of the producer, especially regarding the
export to India and other Asian countries.
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5.6.

HIGH VOLTAGE ISOLATOR TYPE RS-4202

Producer:

"MINEL" - Belgrade, FR Yugoslavia

Testing Investor -

"MTNEL", Belgrade, FR Yugoslavia

5.6.1. DESCRIPTION
The isolator type RS-4202 is intended for a rated voltage of 420 KV and it is equipped with
two earthing switches. Both the isolator and the earthing switches are operated by a motor
operating mechanism type MPS-100. The isolator is erected on a supporting structure with a
height of 3320 mm.
The main components of the isolator are: frame, two isolator stocks (each consisting of three
isolators) and male and female contact arms. The earthing switches consist of an earthing knife
and an earthquake switch housing erected on the top of the upper isolator.
Tests were performed on a single pole isolator with two earthing switches.
The same testing procedure was carried out in two horizontal directions. In both directions,
three different positions of the isolator were tested:
- open contacts & closed earthing switches;
- open contacts & open earthing switches;
- closed contacts & open earthing switches.

sine o-f RS--4202 Hich Vo] t s o e
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5.6.2. SELECTED REGULATIONS
The investor defined two requests: to realize experimental investigations in accordance with
IEEE 344-1975 and to satisfy the foreign (India) and end user tender. The subjected tender
was completely in accordance with the IEEE 344 standard.
5.6.3. TESTING EQUIPMENT
All the tests are carried out on the biaxial shaking table.
A digital computer system with D/AC and A/DC subsystem is used for seismic input data preprocessing, process control, data acquisition and preliminary data processing.
Up to 32 high speed data acquisition channels are used to collect data on acceleration,
displacement and strain on the carrier structure, the supports and the active parts and
mechanisms forming the tested assembled specimen.
The acquired data are processed in the time and frequency domain (Fourier spectra).

5.6.4. TEST RESULTS
For each tested model, the testing procedure was performed in two phases.
In the first phase, the dynamic properties of the tested model were defined. The natural
frequencies, damping ratio and vibration mode shape were defined for up to 6 models (2
directions, 3 positions).
In the second phase, two intensive seismic excitations were applied for all 6 models.
The "El Centro", USA, 1940 earthquake was applied with an intensity of 0.25 g, 0.30 g and
0.35 g.
The "sine beat" time history with 2.8 Hz base frequency (the lowest natural frequency and the
most frequently occurred in all six models) was applied with an intensity of 0.12 g, 0.16 g and
0.20 g.
The functioning performances were checked during the testing but only manual commands
were applied. The spatial stability and the strain-stress distribution were monitored and
referent data were recorded.

5.6.5. FINAL USER OF THE RESULTS
The Investor's development department requested final analyses of the dynamic behaviour of
the tested specimens for all the six tested models. The testing tender criteria were defined in
accordance with domestic and international codes (India and other Asian developing
countries).
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5.7.

METAL ENCLOSED HIGH VOLTAGE EQUIPMENT

Producer:

"ENERGOINVEST" - Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina

Testing Investor:

"ENERGOINVEST" - Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina

5.7.1. DESCRIPTION
The testing specimen is a three poled gas insulated switchgear assembly type MOP-A3,
insulated by SF6 gas.
The nominal voltage is 75.5KV, 123KV or 145KV, while the nominal current is 2500 A under
gas overpressure of 3.5 bars. The breaking power is 40 KA.
The , assembled poles represent the minimal configuration which is similar to the real
conditions.
Each pole consists of a built-in switchgear, current transformer and an isolator.
All the measurements were performed only at the central pole. Internal relative displacement
transducers were installed to measure the distances between the built-in current transformers.
Internal measurements in the built-in switchgear were not performed. During the tests, all the
zones of the central pole were filled with air instead of gas SF6, under working overpressure
of 3.5 bars. The switchgear was filled with SF6 gas under overpressure of 4.0 bars. The
switchgear drive reservoir was filled under overpressure of 18 bars.
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Sst. Up

All the three poles constituting the tested assembly are placed on separate chasses
interconnected by steel "V" profiles.
The total mass of the tested specimen (three interconnected fully assembled poles and
interconnecting profiles) is about 20.000 kg.
On the presented schemes, it is possible to see, in more details, the equipment disposition and
the disposition of the measuring points.
An identical testing procedure was performed in all three directions: longitudinal x-x,
transversal y - y and vertical z - z.

5.7.2. SELECTED REGULATIONS
,i

The investigation program was based on IEEE regulations. The basic document was IEEE344-1975. Some IAEA, EEC and USA Commisssion for Nuclear Energy recommendations
were respected.

5.7.3. TESTING EQUIPMENT
All the tests are carried out on the biaxial shaking table.
A digital computer system with D/AC and A/DC subsystem is used for seismic input data preprocessing, process control, data acquisition and preliminary data processing.
Up to 32 high speed data acquisition channels are used to collect data on acceleration,
displacement and strain on the carrier structure, the supports and the active parts and
mechanisms forming the tested assembled specimen.
The acquired data are processed in the time and frequency domain (Fourier spectra).

5.7.4. TEST RESULTS
Based on the considered regulations and recommendations, the following testing procedure
was defined:
- The same testing procedure will be applied in three directions: longitudinal, transversal and
vertical;
- The dynamic characteristics will be defined for all sub-assemblages in all the three directions.
The tested specimen has a compound structure and it is reasonable to define the dynamic
characteristics and the dynamic behaviour of all the sub-assemblages.
- Up to 7 real recorded and 1 synthetized earthquake time histories will be applied as seismic
excitation. The following earthquakes were selected: El Centro, USA, 1940; Taft, USA, 1952;
36

Parkfield, USA, 1966; Petrovac, Bar, Ulcinj Montenegro, 1979; and Friuli, Italy, 1976. The
syunthetized time history was generated based on design spectrum RG-160 prescribed by US
NRCRG.160.
All the tests with seismic exictaiton were performed with 10%, 30%, 70% and 100% of full
scale.
The 32 channel data acquisition system enables obtaining of the following data: data
describing the excitation, data resulting from the motion of the individual parts or units and
data representing the stresses and the relative displacements of the internal elements.
More than 150 tests were performed. All the experimental data were stored in different files.
A lot of dynamic effects were recorded and analyzed but the data acquisition system with 37
channels was not adequate for such a compound dynamic system. Some areal, rotational and
spatial motions were not possible to be recorded properly.
i

After accomplishment of all the tests, a complete inspection was performed by the producer's
quality assurance department.

5.7.5. FINAL USER OF THE RESULTS
The testing program was conceptualized to satisfy some tender requirements defined by the
buyer from Saudi Arabia. There were similar requirements by potential customers from
Venezuela and Mexico.
Based on the experimental results presented in a standard report, the Investor prepared some
informative materials for marketing purposes.
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5.8.

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL DRIVING ASSEMBLAGES

Producer:

"ENERGOEVVEST" - Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina

Testing Investor:

"ENERGOINVEST" - Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina

5.8.1. DESCRIPTION
The electromechanical driving assemblages with different power capacity and different models
were tested applying similar testing procedures.
The following basic models were tested:
EM$TN
EMSTN

EMPN
EMPN
EMPN
EMPN
EMPN
EMPN
EMPN
EMPN

25-16-C1-P
40-16-C1-P
100-10-C-00/KK-0-6-1 -9-00
250-10-C-00/KK-0-6-1 -9-00
320-16-C-P
400-16-C-P
800-16-C-P
1000-16-C-P
1000-16-C-P
2000-16-C-P

Some models were tested in two or three versions when the first version did not satisfy the
testing criteria.
The nominal power of the tested models varied from 25 Nm to 2000 Nm.
All the tested models are primarily designed for usage in nuclear power installations as driving
part in switching or regulation valves.
Fully assembled drivig gears were tested.
The tests were performed by simulation of real loads, constant or variable, ranging between 0
to 125% from the nominal (declared) power capacity.

5.8.2. SELECTED REGULATIONS
The investigation procedure was conceptualized by the former Soviet Union regulations
referred to as OTT-82 and OTT-87 (General Technical Requirements published 1982 and
1987).
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5.8.3. TESTING EQUIPMENT
All the tests are carried out on the uniaxial shaking table.
A digital computer system with D/AC and A/DC subsystem is used for seismic input data preprocessing, process control, data acquisition and preliminary data processing.
Up to 32 high speed data acquisition channels are used to collect data on acceleration,
displacement and strain on the carrier structure, the supports and the active parts and
mechanisms forming the tested assembled specimen.
The acquired data are processed in the time and frequency domain (Fourier spectra).

5.8.4. TEST RESULTS
All the tests were performed in all the three orthogonal directions of the tested specimen.
In the first phase, the dominant or the first natural frequency was defined for each direction
and for all the possible states of the driving gear:
- out of operation;
- under operation without load;
- under operation with a load.
In the second phase, sinusoidal vibrations with duration of 20 s and acceleration amplitude of
8g was applied in all the directions and under all possible states.
In each case, the test was performed as follows:
- Under resonant conditions, if the subjected natural frequency was in the band from 20 Hz to
50 Hz;
- Under frequency of 50 Hz, if the subjected natural frequency was higher.
If the natural frequency of the tested specimen was lower than 20 Hz, the tested specimen
does not satisfy the main criteria and such specimen was tested again after improvements
done in factory.
In case the specimen lost its functioning capabilities during the test, scuh a model had to be
modified in the factory and tested again.

5.8.5. FINAL USER OF THE RESULTS
All the tested products from this series were primarily intended for usage in nuclear power
stations designed and produced by the Soviet Union producers and Eastern-Europe coproducers.
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5.9. LARGE SCALE VALVES
Producer:

"ENERGOINVEST" - Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina

Testing Investor:

"ENERGOINVEST" - Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina

5.9.1. DESCRIPTION
The tested large scale valves are primarily intended for usage in nuclear power stations
produced by the Soviet Union companies.
These "open - close" devices are designed for piping installations conducting low pressure
fluids (usually water and air).
i

Up to 6 different models were tested. However, some models were tested in two or three
versions.
The tested basic models were as follows:

- Sluice valve DU-600;
- Sluice valve DU-400
- Valve DU-150
- Valve DU-100
- Regulatory valve DN100 PN200;
- Regulatory Valve PN25 ND300

All the tested models were folly assembled with electromechanical driving gears and
associated power transferring mechanisms.
The tests were performed for opened and closed valve.
The mounting of the valves on the shaking table was made ideally stiff, using two short
segments of convenient pipes.

5.9.2. SELECTED REGULATIONS
The investigation procedure was conceptualized by the former Soviet Union regulations
referred to as OTT-82 and OTT-87 (General Technical Requirements published 1982 and
1987).
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5.9.3. TESTING EQUIPMENT
All the tests are carried out on the uniaxial shaking table.
A digital computer system with D/AC and A/DC subsystem is used for seismic input data preprocessing, process control, data acquisition and preliminary data processing.
Up to 32 high speed data acquisition channels are used to collect data on acceleration,
displacement and strain on the carrier structure, the supports and the active parts and
mechanisms forming the tested assembled specimen.
The acquired data are processed in the time and frequency domain (Fourier spectra).

5.9.4 TEST RESULTS
All the tests were performed in two orthogonal directions: longitudinal and transversal.
In the first phase, the dominant or the first natural frequencies for both directions, at all
possible different states of the tested assemblage, were defined.
In the second phase, sinusoidal vibrations with duration of 20 s and an acceleration amplitude
of 3 g were applied in both directions, at all the possible states of the tested assemblage.
In each case, the tests were performed:
- under resonant conditions, if the subjected natural frequency was in the range from 20 Hz to
50 Hz;
-under frequency of 50Hz if the subjected natural frequency was higher than 50 Hz.
If the natural frequency of the tested specimen was lower than 20 Hz, the tested specimen
does not satisfy the basic criteria and such a specimen was tested again after improvements
made in the factory.
If the tested specimen lost its functioning during the testing, such a model had to be modified
in the factory and tested again.
Accelerations, displacements and strain-stress distribution were measured. The final data
processing was performed to help the desiners improve the designing procedure.

5.9.5. FINAL USER OF THE RESULTS
All the tested products from this series were primarily intended for usage in nuclear power
stations designed and produced by the Soviet Union producers and Eastern-Europe coproducers.
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5.10.

"OPEN-CLOSE" DEVICE FOR LOW PRESSURIZED LARGE
SCALE PIPING INSTALLATION MODEL "KZOK-1200"

Producer:

"MIN" - Nis, FR Yugoslavia

Testing Investor:

"MIN" - Nis, FR Yugoslavia

5.10.1. DESCRIPTION
The device "KZOK-1200" (the prototype model was tested) is intended for "open - close"
functions in low pressurized large scale (diameter 1200 mm) piping installations in nuclear
pov/er stations.
The main parts of the tested device are shown on the scheme.

Shems ot
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1. base;
2. "open-close" device body;
3. Closer;
4. Gearing mechanism;
5. Drive

The "open - close" functions could be performed manually or automatically supported by an
electrically drived gear.

5.10.2. SELECTED REGULATIONS
The investigation procedure was conceptualized by the former Soviet Union regulations
referred to as OTT-82 and OTT-87 (General Technical Requirements published 1982 and
1987).
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5.10.3. TESTING EQUIPMENT
All the tests are carried out on the biaxial shaking table.
A digital computer system with D/AC and A/DC subsystem is used for seismic input data preprocessing, process control, data acquisition and preliminary data processing.
Up to 32 high speed data acquisition channels are used to collect data on acceleration,
displacement and strain on the carrier structure, the supports and the active parts and
mechanisms forming the tested assembled, specimen.
The acquired data are processed in the time and frequency domain (Fourier spectra).
5.10.4. TEST RESULTS
The prototype model was tested in two positions:
- opened, free closer;
- closed, fixed closer.
The testing procedure was realized in two phases.
In the first phase, the natural frequencies were realized for all the six different states (two
positions, three directions).
In the second phase, the testing was performed by sinusoidal vibration with a duration of 20 s
and an amplitude of 3g in the horizontal direction and 2 g in the vertical direction. The
amplitudes were measured in the geometrical center of the models' bodies (or more precizely,
in the center of the pipe segment).
According to the technical requirements, the tests were performed under resonant conditions
and consequently, a different frequency was applied in each case. Also, in each case, the most
critical frequency was applied since the tested model consisted of three dynamic subsystems.
The dynamic behaviour of the model was monitored by recording of acceleration and strain
time histories. The acceleration time histories are interesting from the driving-gear functioning
view point and from the aspect of identification of the dynamic sub-systems in the assembled
tested model. The strain-stress time histories are important for monitoring the stressdistribution at characteristic points and checking of some design considerations and
approximations. During the tests, strengthening was performed, especially at the driving-gear
interconnections.
5.10.5. FINAL USER THE RESULTS
The testing investor requested an answer to the following two main problems:
- Verification of the applied design methodology and checking of the considered solutions and
approximations during designing as well as manufacturing of the prototype.
- Checking of the realized model capabilities making a comparison with OTT-82 and OTT-87

criteria.
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5.11. NEEDLE SHAPED VALVE TYPE Pp 160 Tp 100
Producer -

"PRVAISKRA" - Baric, Belgrade, FR Yugoslavia

Testing Investor:

"PRVA ISKRA" - Baric, Belgrade, FR Yugoslavia

5.11.1. DESCRIPTION
The needle-shaped valves tye Pp 160 Tp 100 are small size devices with manual control only.
In nuclear power installations, these devices are used in small-scale piping installations of
secondary systems. The automatic control of functioning is not considered.
On the scheme, the main dimensions of the tested specimens are presented.
,i

Tested were three identical specimens. The tested specimens were mounted on ideally stiff
supports (plataes mounted on the shaking table).
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5.11.2. SELECTED REGULATIONS
The investigation procedure was conceptualized by the former Soviet Union regulations
referred to as OTT-82 and OTT-87 (General Technical Requirements published 1982 and
1987).
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5.11.3. TESTING EQUIPMENT
The tests were performed on the small electromechanical shaking table.
This shaking table can generate sinus or sinus sweeped vibration in a frequency band from 1
Hz to 7 Hz and from 7 Hz to 77 Hz.
The vibrations can be generated in horizontal and vertical direction..
Two accelerometers are used for measurement of input (excitation) vibrations and output
(response) vibrations.
A two channel spectrum analyzer was used for measurement and analysis of vibratory
accelerations.

5.11.4. TEST RESULTS
Each specimen was tested in two positions: opened and closed.
At each position, the tests were performed in three orthogonal directions.
In all the six cases, the same testing procedure was applied.
Anticipated in the first phase was definition of the natural frequency. . Using the shaking table
in the frequency domain from 1 Hz to 70 Hz, no natural frequency was detected. The first
natural frequency was detected in all the six cases, using pulse excitation and spectral analysis
of the free damped oscillations of the tested specimen. All the detected natural frequencies
were greater than 100 Hz.
In the second phase, all the tests were performed at a frequency of 20 Hz and 30 Hz with an
acceleration amplitude of 3 g in the horizontal and 2 g in the vertical direction according to the
regulatory criteria and because all the natural frequencies were higher than 30 Hz.

5.11.5. FINAL USER OF THE RESULTS
The production of this type of valves was ordered by the Soviet Union manufacutrers
specialized in equipment for nuclear power statons
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5.12. CONTROL PANEL TYPE VMI6 AND VMF6
Producer:

"RADE KONCAR" - Zagreb, Croatia

Testing Investor:

"RADE KONCAR" - Zagreb, Croatia

5.12.1. DESCRIPTION
The control panel VMI6/VMF6 is mainly intended for control of low voltage power supply,
control, signal and alarm equipment.
Two models were tested: a model with a standard carrier structure and a model with
seismically strengthened carrier structure.
Both specimens were tested simultaneously, mounted on the biaxial shaking table.
,i

The same type of electrical equipment with the same distribution schedule was installed in
both panels. The power supply, the releys, the contactors, the alarming and annunciating
equipment were installed.
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5.12.2. SELECTED REGULATIONS
The main investor's request was to perform seismic testing with a horizontal peak acceleration
of 0.3 g and vertical peak acceleration of 0.15 g in the frequency domain of 1 to 35 Hz. The
testing procedure should be compatible with the world-wide recognized regulations.
This tender request allows freedom in defining the investigation program but the investigation
team decided to establish a complex program based on IEE-344-1975, other IEEE and IEC
documents.
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5.12.3. TESTING EQUIPMENT
All the tests are carried out on the biaxial shaking table.
A digital computer system with D/AC and A/DC subsystem is used for seismic input data preprocessing, process control, data acquisition and preliminary data processing.
Up to 32 high speed data acquisition channels are used to collect data on acceleration,
displacement and strain on the carrier structure, the supports and the active parts and
mechanisms forming the tested assembled specimen.
The acquired data are processed in the time and frequency domain (Fourier spectra).

5.12.4. TEST RESULTS
The testing of both control panels was performed in two phases:
In the first phase, the dynamic characteristics of both models were defined. The differences
between the standard version and seismically strengthened version were identified and
discussed.
The dynamic charcteristics were defined using different methods (steady state vibration, pulse
excitation, random noise, sinus sweep) for measurement and calculations of the natural
frequency, damping ratio and vibration mode shape.
In the second phase, intensive seismic excitations were applied.
The El Centro earthquake, (USA, 1940, peak ground acceleration of 0.35 g), synthetized time
history (based on RG-1.60 Regulatory Guide, zero period acceleration 0.30 g) and the sine
beat excitation (peak acceleration 0.20 g and 0.30 g) were selected as seismic excitation.
All the tests were performed in all the three orthogonal directions.
The acceleration responses, the strain-stress time histories and the state of contacts in the
built-in contactors and releys were monitored and recorded during the seismic testing. Up to 8
different releys and contactor types were selected for permanent monitoring and data
acquisition. Some operating functions (switch on, switch off) were performed simultaneously
with the most intensive seismic excitations.

5.12.5. FINAL USER OF THE RESULTS
The testing investor required usage of a methodology acceptable in many countries.
The seismically strengthened version of the control panel was specially designed based on
known final customer requirements.
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5.13.

CONTROL AND DISTRIBUTION FRAME TYPE "OGR-C"

Producer -

"EMO" - Ohrid, Republic of Macedonia

Testing Investor -

"EMO" - Ohrid, Republic of Macedonia

5.13.L DESCRIPTION
The tested specimen is a model of control and distribution frame type OGR-C designed for
alarm, control and protection functions and facilities.
A standard version, with power supply and signal and control type of releys were mounted in
the full configuration.
Two types of data were required:
- Data on the dynamic behaviour of the carrier structure and carrier laths for the releys
(acceleration and strain time histories);
- Data on the stability of the releys (functioning, stability of open and close contacts). Two
types of monitoring and data acquisition equipment were used for the reley monitoring. The
first system (for 6 channels) is a standard testing and quality assurance factory set based on
usage of personal computers and special interface). The second system (for 14 channels) is a
standard data acquisition system. Up to 18 channels from this system were used for acquisition
of data on mechanical quantities. However, the next 14 channels were used for monitoring
and acquisition of data on the reley functioning and stability.
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5.13.2. SELECTED REGULATIONS
The main document for defining of the testing programme were the regulations prescribed and
used by the former Yugoslav government.
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The sinusoidal excitations were recommended and used only. Based on the seismicity map of
former Yugoslavia, two levels of excitation were prescribed: 0.2 acceleration amplitudes (for
regions with a small intensity level) and 0.3 g acceleration amplitudes (for regions with a more
intensive seismicity).
The tests were performed under resonant conditions, each test lasting two muinutes..
5.13.3. TESTING EQUIPMENT
All the tests are carried out on the biaxial shaking table.
A digital computer system with D/AC and A/DC subsystem is used for seismic input data preprocessing, process control, data acquisition and preliminary data processing.
Up to 32 high speed data acquisition channels are used to collect data on acceleration,
displacement and strain on the carrier structure, the supports and the active parts and
mechanisms forming the tested assembled specimen.
The acquired data are processed in the time and frequency domain (Fourier spectra).
5.13.4. TEST RESULTS
The tests were performed on a model directly mounted on the shaking table.
An identical test procedure was applied in three orthogonal directions.
The test procedure was analyzed in two phases:
In the first phase, the natural frequencies were defined for all the three directions. For defining
of the natural frequencies, different methods were applied based on the steady state, random
noise and pulse excitations. Since the second phase was to be performed under resonant
conditions, the accurate determination of the natural frequencies was a very important step in
the experimental investigations.
In the second phase, sinusoidal vibrations with an acceleration amplitude of 0.2 g and 0.3 g
were applied. The frequency was identical with the corresponding natural frequency to create
resonant conditions. Each test was carried out within two minutes.
During the active sinusoidal excitations, an operation check, monitoring and recording of the
selected releys up to 20 units) were performed in sequencies of 10.245 seconds.
In this case of using the said equipment, the most critical parameter was the permanent
functioning of the releys, however the dynamic behaviour of the carrier structure was analyzed
also.
5.13.5. FINAL USER OF THE RESULTS
The testing investor defined his testing requirements and criteria following the domestic
regulations, i.e., the regulations of former Yugoslavia.
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5.14.

BASE ISOLATING CONTROL FRAME TYPE PA-117;
CONTROL AND DISTRIBUTION FRAME "DR-1"

Producer: -

"RADE KONCAR" - Skopje, Republic of Macedonia

Testing Investor:

"RADE KONCAR" - Skopje, Republic of Macedonia

5.14.1. DESCRIPTION

5.14.1.1. Base Isolation Frame Type PA-117
The base isolation frame type PA-117 is designed to be used in military communications. The
frame could be mounted on a fixed base or in cars or other vehicles.
ji

The power supply is mounted in the lower part whereas in the upper part, the contactors and
other type of signal or control equipment is mounted.
The tests are performed to check the vibratory withstanding of the frame and the functioning
capabilities of the built-in equipment.

5.14.1.2. Control and Distribution Frame "OR-1"
The control and distribution frame "OR-1" is designed to be used in different control, signal or
communication systems. Usually, this type of equipment is used in military mobile
communication centers and navy systems.
Built in the standard version of this frame are a transformer, a power supply and contactors.
For testing purposes, the transformer was removed to decrease the total mass.

5.14.2. SELECTED REGULATIONS
The former Yugoslav Bureau for Industrial Standards prescribed standard JUS N. A5. 730 Fc
vibrations for testing of electrical equipment. This standard is compatible with the publication
of the International Electrotechnical Commisssion IEC 69-2.6.

5.14.3. TESTING EQUIPMENT
The tests were performed on the small electromechanical shaking table.
This shaking table can generate sinus or sinus sweeped vibration in a frequency band from 1
Hz to 7 Hz and from 7 Hz to 77 Hz.
The vibrations can be generated in horizontal and vertical direction.
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Two accelerometers are used for measurement of input (excitation) vibrations and output
(response) vibrations.
A two channel spectrum analyzer was used for measurement and analysis of vibratory
accelerations.

5.14.4. TEST RESULTS
The tests were performed in three orthogonal directions. .For each direction, they were carried
out in four phases.
In the first phase, the natural frequency and the amplification factor (ratio between resposne
and input acceleration) were defined.
In the second phase, a "sinus sweep" testing was performed. The duration of the test was 30
minutes in each direction. The sweeping rate was 2 octaves/minute in the frequency band from
5 to 55Hz. A constant displacement amplitude of 0.35mm was used.
In the third phase, testing under resonant conditions was performed for each defined natural
frequency, however, only for resonances where an amplification factor greater than 2 was
detected. Constant amplitudes were used, with a displacement amplitude of 0.35 mm. The
frequency was determined by the natural frequency values. The duration was 120 minutes for
each resonant frequency.
In the fourth phase, the natural frequencies of the tested specimens were determined again.
During the tests, the response, the vibration withstanding of the frame and the functioning of
the built-in equipment (contactors) were monitored.

5.14.5. FINAL USER OF THE RESULTS
Former Yugoslav Armed Forces and Shipbuilding Industry were the final customers of this
equipment.
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5.15

MOBILE COMMUNICATION CENTER

Producer:

UNKNOWN (for YU Armed Forces)

Testing Investor:

CENTRAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTION in YU Armed Forces

5.15.1. DESCRIPTION
The mobile communication center was mounted in a special mobile cabine, specially designed
for transportation by different transportation means. No other details were known.
The response acceleration at several places (equipment and operators withe equipment) were
recorded by a standard data acquisition equipment.
5.15.2. TESTING REGULATIONS
The YU Armed Forces prescribed a testing procedure without specification of the used
standards. Vibration and simulation of transport conditions were used as excitation.
5.15.3. TESTING EQUIPMENT
All the tests are carried out on the biaxial shaking table.
A digital computer system with D/AC and A/DC subsystem is used for seismic input data preprocessing, process control, data acquisition and preliminary data processing.
Up to 32 high speed data acquisition channels are used to collect data on acceleration,
displacement and strain on the carrier structure, the supports and the active parts and
mechanisms forming the tested assembled specimen.
The acquired data are processed in the time and frequency domain (Fourier spectra).
5.15.4. TEST RESULTS
The tests were performed in three orthogonal directions.
The amplification factor and the dominant frequencies in the response acceleration time
histories were defined using the standard signal processing methodology in time and frequency
domain.
Tests were performed using sinusoidal vibrations with selected frequencies and "in-situ"
calculated amplitudes.
"Sinus-sweep" vibrations with a constant displacement amplitude and with a sweeping rate of
2 octaves/minute were performed with a duration of 120 minutes in each direction.
Synthetized time histories for simulation of different transport conditions (obstacles, changes
in speed, stoppage) were generated and applied.
5.15.5. FINAL USER OF THE RESULTS
YU Armed Forces.
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5.16. VIBRATION ISOLATION EQUIPMENT TYPE "GERB
SPRING BASHPOT SYSTEM"
Producer:

" G E R B " - Berlin, Germany

TestiEg Investor: "GERB" - Berlin, Germany
5.16.1. DESCRIPTION
The GERB spring dashpot system is developed as a base isolation system for large scale
industrial and other foundations and platforms.
To provide comparative experimental and analytical investigations of the dynamic
performances of the GERB system, the following type of investigations were performed:

- Shaking table test of a five storey steel frame structure, fixed base - mounted on the shaking
table;
- Shaking table test of a five storey steel frame structure base isolated by four GERB's spring
dashpot elements;
- Shaking table test of a i v e storey steel frame structure, base isolated by eight GERB's spring
dashpot elements;
- Shaking table test of a five storey steel frame structure, base isolated by an industrial rubber
element for base isolation.
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5.16.2. SELECTED REGULATIONS
Not specified. Design considerations and requirements and some theoretical and empirical
criteira were the basis for development of the testing procedure.
5.16.3. TESTING EQUIPMENT
All the tests are carried out on the biaxial shaking table.
A digital computer system with D/AC and A/DC subsystem is used for seismic input data preprocessing, process control, data acquisition and preliminary data processing.
Up to 32 high speed data acquisition channels are used to collect data on acceleration,
displacement and strain on the carrier structure, the supports and the active pats and
mechanisms forming the tested assembled specimen.
The acquired data are processed in the time and frequency domain (Fourier spectra).
5.16.4. TEST RESULTS
An identical testing procedure was performed for all four physical models, only in the
longitudinal direction.
In the first phase, the dynamic characteristics of each model were determined.
The natural frequency, damping ratio and vibration mode shape were determined using
different methods. The base isolating elements significantly change the dynamic properties of
the fixed base model. The GERB system is especially designed to increase the damping
capabilities of the isolated object.
In the second phase, tests with two real earthquakes (El Centro, USA, 1940, peak ground
acceleration of 0.35 g and Petrovac, Montenegro, 1979, peak ground acceleration of 0.30 g)
were performed.
Real time and time compressed (accelerated 2 times) time histories were applied.
The acceleration and displacement responses and strain distribution of the tested frame were
recorded for each tested model.
These data and the values of the dynamic characteristics were used for comparative analysis.
5.16.5. FINAL USER OF THE RESULTS
The producer "GERB" from (West) Berlin requested performance of a combined experimental
and analytical procedure to check some design considerations, calculations and dilemmas.
This system is now a renown base isolating system intended for large scale industrial
foudations, platforms, piping installations, etc.
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5.17. BASE ISOLATION ELEMENT FOR DIESEL GENERATORS AMD
ENGINES TYPE 3.08.140.000

Producer:

"JUGOTURBMA" - Karfovac, Croatia

Testing Investor:

tf

JUGOTURBINA" - Karlovac, Croatia

5.17.1. DESCRIPTION
The base isolation element is primarily intended for base isolation of diesei generators and
engines in the ships. However, it could also be used for other base isolation purposes.
The element represents a rubber based base isolation product. The minimal number of base
isolation elements is four.
For testing purposes, a minimal configuration consisting of four identical elements was used.
Elements of different hardness were tested (45 SH, 55 SH, 65 SH).
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An ideally stiff frame loaded by a continous load was used as a tested specimen isolated by
four base isolating elements.
Some tests were performed for each element taken separately and some were executed for the
set of four elements.

5.17.2. TESTING REGULATIONS
The producer defined the testing requirements based on LLoyd's Register Regulations.

5.17.3. TESTING EQUIPMENT
All tjie tests are carried out on the biaxial shaking table.
A digital computer system with D/AC and A/DC subsystem is used for seismic input data preprocessing, process control, data acquisition and preliminary data processing.
Up to 32 high speed data acquisition channels are used to collect data on acceleration,
displacement and strain on the carrier structure, the supports and the active parts and
mechanisms forming the tested assembled specimen.
The acquired data are processed in the time and frequency domain (Fourier spectra).
To determine the dynamic characteristics, a dynamic electrohydraulic actuator with
programmable movement was used.
To define the static characteristics, a quasi-static actuator with programmable stroke was
used.

5.17.4. TEST RESULTS
5.17.4.1. Static Characteristics
A static characteristic represents a ratio between load and deflection.
In the horizontal direction, a set of four elementc connected by a stiff frame was used.
The characteristics were defined for three different axial pre-loads: 30 kN, 40kN and 50kN
per element. The maximal deflection was ± 40 mm.
In the vertical direction, a static characteristic is determined in each element indivudially, for
maximal axial load of 70 kN.

5.17.4.2. Dynamic Characteristics
The dynamic characteristics represent the relation between the dynamic load and the
corresponding deflection.
In the horizontal direction, up to 27 tests were performed to defhe the dynamic characteristics
under three pre-loads: 30 kN, 40 kN and 50 kN per element, for three different deflection
amplitudes in the domain of up to 0.5 mm and for three different frequencies: 10 Hz, 20 Hz
and 50 Hz.
In the vertical direction, the dinamic characteristics are determined for each element
individually. The characteristics were defined for the static pre-load of 30 kN, 50 kN and 70
kN. The dynamic load amplitudes were 3 kN, 4 kN and 5 kN. The tests were performed at 10
Hz, 20 Hz and 35 Hz.

5.17 4.3. Dynamic Testing of the Base Isolation System on the Biaxial Shaking Table
The base isolation system consisting of four identical elements was used to support a stiff
frame pre-loaded with a continuous load.
The tests were performed for 30kN, 40kN and 50kN per element. The tests were performed in
the horizontal and vertical direction. For each case, the tests were realized with three different
amplitudes and three different frequencies.
The frequency response curves were determined for all cases. Based on the form of the
frequency response curves, the dominant frequencies of the tested models and damping ratios
were determined.

5.17.5. FINAL USER OF DATA
The testing investor defined the testing requirements and criteria to check some design
considerations and dilemmas and provide experimental verification of the methodology for
calculation of base isolating systems. A lot of elements are built-in ships produced by
Shipbuilding companies in Croatia.
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5.18.

HYDRAULIC SNUBBER TYPE HA - 500 RN

Producer:

"GOSA" - Belgrade, FR Yugoslavia

Testing Investor:

"GOSA" - Belgrade, FR Yugoslavia

5.18.1. DESCRIPTION
The hydraulic snubbers from the HA series are designed as energy absorbing elements
primarily designed for usage in railway transports and some industrial installations.
A prototype was tested.
The tested specimen is a bi-stable device. In the first state (low velocity movement), the piston
of the snubber is free and only friction forces provide some resistance against the external axial
load. If the movement becomes with a velocity greater than the critical one, the piston
becomes locked and further movement is not possible.

5.18.2. SELECTED REGULATIONS
Not specified. Some design considerations, theoretical and empirical requirements and criteria
were the basis for the investigation programme.

5.18.3. TESTING EQUIPMENT
Electrohydraulic dynamic and quasi-static actuators with programmable movement were used
for testing of the hydraulic snubbers.

5.18.4. TEST RESULTS
The investigations were performed in two main phases:
In the first phase, the methodology for selecting of a set of a valve and spring was
experimentally developed . The task was to establish cirteira regarding the compatibility
between the valve and the spring to obtain a double ended (symmetrical) hydraulic cyllinder.
In the second phase, the parameters of the snubber were experimentally defined: the friction
load, the critical velocity and the nominal load.
5.18.5. FINAL USER OF RESULTS
The testing investor (GOSA Institute for Research and Development) was the user of all the
experimental results.
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5.19.

STOCK BRIDGE DAMPERS FOR HIGH VOLTAGE CONDUCTORS
AND DISTRIBUTION LINES

Producer:

"EMO" - Ohrid, Republic of Macedonia

Testing Investor:

"EMO" - Ohrid, Republic of Macedonia

5.19.1. DESCRIPTION
The stock bridge damper for high voltage conductors and distribution lines was tested in
several versions and several sizes.
The role of this device is to attenuate the ambient vibrations of high voltage conductors.
Areal and spatial dampers were tested.
Each version, representing a separate physical model was tested independently, without any
conductor.
The tests were performed on the small electromechanical shaking table.
Some selected models were tested mounted on a conductor. The programmable vibrations of
the conductor were generated by the biaxial shaking table.
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5.19.2. SELECTED REGULATIONS
The applied methodology was developed following some industrial practice and standards for
testing of such type of an equipment.
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5.19.3. TESTING EQUIPMENT
All the tests with a conductor are carried out on the biaxial shaking table.
A digital computer system with D/AC and A/DC subsystem is used for seismic input data preprocessing, process control, data acquisition and preliminary data processing.
Up to 32 high speed data acquisition channels are used to collect data on acceleration,
displacement and strain on the carrier structure, the supports and the active parts and
mechanisms forming the tested assembled specimen.
The acquired data are processed in the time and frequency domain (Fourier spectra).
All the tests without a conductor are carried out on the small electromechanical shaking table.
The .shaking table can generate sinus or sinus sweeped vibration in a frequency band from 1
Hz to 7 Hz and from 7 Hz to 77 Hz.
The vibrations can be generated i horizontal and vertical direction.
Two accelerometers are used for meausrement of input (excitation) vibrations and output
(response) vibrations.
A two channel spectrum analyzer was used for measurement and analysis of vibratory
accelerations.

5.19.4. TEST RESULTS
For each tested model, the natural frequency, damping ratio and vibration shape mode were
determined using sinusoidal vibrations.1
The mechanical impedance was calculated usins some empirical formulae.
The dynamic behaviour of a segment of a conductor without a damper and with a damper was
investigated using different type of programmable vibrations. Comparative analyses were
performed to identify the influence of the mounted damper.

5.19.5. FINAL USER OF THE RESULTS
The testing investor defined two tasks:
- Creation of a base for mathematical modeling of different types of dampers;
- Preparation of a data base for marketing purposes, especially for export jobs in Iran and
other Asian and Arabian countries.
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5.20.

PRESSURE AND DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE TRANSMITTER
TYPE P-151/7b

Producer:

"ATM" - Zagreb, Croatia

Testing Investor:

"ATM" - Zagreb, Croatia and NPP "Krsko" - Krsko. Slovenia

5.20.1. DESCRIPTION
A full configuration of a pressure and differential pressure transmitter type P-151/7b was
tested.
The transmitter is designed especially for nuclear power stations and other high risk
installations.
The basic version of the transmitter can cover measurement ranges from 12bars to 70 bars,
depending on the measurement cell. The tests were performed only on one fully assembled
specimen chosen by the producer. The tested specimen has a dynamic range of 7 bars.
The inlet and the outlet connections were provided during the tests. The tests were performed
under different pressure.
To check the functioning performances of the tested specimen, an identical referent transmitter
was mounted out of the shaking table, connected with the same pressure and return lines and
subjected to the same pressure.

Casing acceleration
Measurement cell acceleration
Shaking table acceleration
Shaking table displacement
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5.20.2. SELECTED REGULATIONS
The tests were performed in accordance with the EEEE -344-1975 standard and NPP "Krsko"
- Krsko technical requirements and criteria

5.20.3. TESTING EQUIPMENT
All the tests are carried out on the uniaxial shaking table.
A digital computer system with D/AC and A/DC subsystem is used for seismic input data preprocessing, process control, data acquisition and preliminary data processing.
Up to 32 high speed data acquisition channels are used to collect data on acceleration,
displacement and strain on the carrier structure, the supports and the active parts and
mechanisms forming the tested assembled specimen.
The acquired data are processed in the time and frequency domain (Fourier spectra).

5.20.4. TEST RESULTS
The tests were performed in the orthogonal directions of the transmitter. The transmitter was
mounted on an idelaly stiff mounting support, following the manufesturer's instructions for
mounting, installation and adjustments.
An identical referent transmitter was mounted out of the shaking table, connected to the same
return line and subjected to the same pressure.
The dynamic characteristics of the tested specimen were determined in all three directions.
The seismic tests were performed under three real earthquakes: Friuli (Italy, 1976, peak
ground cceleration of 0.50 g); Ulcinj (Montenegro, 1979, peak ground acceleration of 0.30 g)
and synthetized time history with zero period acceleration of 0.3 g. The synthetized time
history was generated based on RG 1.60 acceleration design spectra. Only four time histories
were acquired for each test: table acceleration and displacement, acceleration at meausrement
cell level and acceleration at the top of the housing.
Monitoring of the data obtained from the tested and the referent transmitter was done by using
ATM portable equipment.

5.20.5. FINAL USER OF THE RESULTS
The investors were the final users of the experimental results. The producer used the data to
check the quality of the product whereas NPP "Krsko" - Krsko used the data for seismic
qualification of the transmitter, within the frames of the complete quality assurance and
qualification programme.
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5.21,

1. CONTACTOR CNM - 400
2. RELEY TRM-12

Producer;

tf

Testing Investor:

"RADE KONCAR" - Skopje, Republic of Macedonia

RADE KONCAR" - Skopje, Republic of Macedonia

5.21.1. DESCRIPTION
Contactor CNM-400 is designed for switchln. on and off some control and regulatory circuits
and regulation of low power engines.
The releys from the family TRM-12 are designed for automatic control applications in
industrial and energetical installations, transportation, shipbuilding industry, metallurgy, etc.

5.21.2. SELECTED REGULATIONS
LLoyd's Register, Fc - Vibration Testing Requirements and Criteria

5.21.3. TESTING EQUIPMENT
The tests were performed on the small electromechanical shaking table.
This shaking table can generate sinus or sinus sweeped vibration in a frequency band from 1
Hz to 7 Hz and from 7 Hz to 77 Hz.
The vibrations can be generated in horizontal and vertical direction.
Two accelerometers are used for measurement of input (excitation)vibrations and output
(response) vibrations.
A two channel spectrum analyzer was used for measurement and analysis of vibratory
accelerations.

5.21.4. TEST RESULTS
The tested specimens were tested in three orthogonal directions.
The natural frequencies and amplification factor under resonance conditions were defined
experimentally.
Sinus-sweeping with constant displacement amplitude of 0.35 mm, with a sweeping rate of
2octaves/minute in frequency band of 7 to 77 Hz, with a duration of 120 minutes was applied
in all three directions.
Testing under resonant conditions, with displacement amplitude of 0.35 mm, with a duration
of 30 minutes was applied in all three directions for all detected natural frequencies of up to 80
Hz.
After these three phases, the natural frequencies and the amplification factor were determined
again for each direction.

5.21.5. FINAL USER OF THE TEST RESULTS
The producer and the testing investor were the users of the experimental results, for marketing
purposes only.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
1. In this partial project report, two from five items are presented. The first item presents a
review of the existing and used regulations for performing of the seismic and vibratory
withstand testing of electro-mechanical equipment. The selection is made based on IAEA,
IEEE, IEC and former Soviet Union regulations. The second item presents the abstracts on
all tfie performed tests realized at the Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Engineering
Seismology in Skopje.
2. The selected regulations, the experience of the Institute that has been gathered for the last
seventeen years and some theoretical and experimental research will be the basis for further
investigations for development of a synthezied methdoology for seismic qualifiction of
differently categorized equipment for nuclear power plants.
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